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VOL, 49

Letter Received by Colonel Roosevelt While at Mercy Hospital, Chicago.

COLONEL ROOSEVELT

HURL BACK

TURKISH LINE S AFTER

PUTS IT UP TO MR

A DE SPERATE BATTLE

WILSON ON TRUSTS
HE ASKS DEMOCRATIC
FAILURE
STANDARD

HE IS A

AS

GOVERNOR

OF

JERSEY TO TAKE

NEW

AND OTHER

OIL CONCERN

EXPLAIN
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IS WAY WAR
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"INTERESTS"

WITH CONTEMPT FOR DEATH,
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PERFECT

FEAR-

MEN OF THE MOUNTAINS

OTTOMAN TROOPS FLYING TOWARDS

i

CONSTANTINOPLE AND MASSACREING

ON HIS RECORD!

a.

its

tion is
power :

Theo-

FOUGHT

SOLDIERS

LESSNESS OF FIGHTING

BIG MERGERS

"SAFE AND SANE" MAN FOR
THE

BALKAN CITIZEN

LITTLE

HIS!

Nov. 2. Negotiations are
progressing in London with a view to
bringing the Balkan war to an end.
The British foreign office, usually
of the quietest places in London,
on Saturday, was all bustle this morn- -

guriaus brought up six batteries and
siienea uie position on .Monuay even-lin
TIipv then enried nut an infantry

London,

prescribe
organized
Ovster Bay, N. Y.( Nov.
todore Roosevelt issued a statement
0n
whk,h wa8 succeBsfu,.
"2. Are not all the powers of
to answering Govset-onday devoted largely
tvtsvOl
th(!
TlK,s(lav
artillery
similar
Oil
Bulgariau
and
trust
Standard
monopolies
on
the
ernor Wilson's remarks
U(,d (jown tQ a n!(!thodical preparatory
conferred by the laws of New
question in his Bpeech last Thursday
bolnbardment t0 wnicn tie Turkish ar- Garden.
night at Madison Square
in9replied vigorously.
tillery
insistence
";'. Could not these powers havej
"In view of .Mr.' Wilson's
Sir Edward Grey, the secretary for
n the ttrtiuery dlleIi 0 superiority
to
amendments
trust
probcurtailed
the
been
ot
by
the
importance
upon
foreign anrairs, wno, contrary io cus- wafl Bnowu b y either side.
dethe New Jersey laws?
lem," says Colonel Roosevelt, "I
torn, is remaining in town over the
On Tuesday afternoon it became
Wilson's
Mr.
sire' to call attention to
"'4. Why has not Mr. Wilson as
week end, received the Russian, Aus- clear to the Turkish commander that
as
goverrecommendtrust
New
the
on
question
of
record
governor
Jersey
were pushing up
said:
trian, Turkish and Italian ambassa- the Bulgarians
ed such amendments?"
nor of New Jersey and to his previous
"In polemn and united mourning, dors and the Bulgarian minister.
masses of reinforcements to the firing
"In response to these questions
attitude."
but with calm gratitude and devout
Constantinople, Nov. 2. Dispatches line to give weight to their attacks.
Colonel Roosevelt quotes from Mr.
Mr. Wilson telegraphed to one of
we are met in this house of from Saloniki dated November 1 say This meant that the position at l.ule
hope,
MADISON SQUARE BREAKS RECORD
his supporters as follows: 'I au
Wilson's Speeches when running forfaith to remember him whose form heavy lighting continues on the plain Bergas was becoming untenable.'' The
mesthorize you to say that the republi- ir? here in all the
e
.governor and later. "In his first
mysterious dignity of Vardar and that the Greeks are Turkish advance line fell back in
17,
can majority in the legislature made
Tui'k-of
death.
sage to the legislature, January"Gov-losses.
severe
tn
Shefket
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mvlpp
sustaining
,
his speech because he desires a
New York, Nov. 2, via Chicago.
a revision of the corporation laws
1911," the statement continues,
"The high representatives of the ish troops are said to have captured Pasha's main position on the left,
and no Xe-,ord next Tuesday hi the voting, rather nation and the state meet with us twenty-fivernor Wilson renewed with emphasis
Jersey of- - Miguel A. Otero,
Greek cavalrymen and two
the Iron railway bridge
Santa Fe.
ficial could prosecute or propose aj
'than a record tonight in the duration with keen human sympathies to make, Held guns and the Greeks are de- guarding
his promises to deal with the New
across the river Erkene. The town
as
some
W
described
meetof
He
of the cheers."
federal j Following the frost of
ilson
dissolution for breach
however Inadequately a sincere trib- scribed as retiring pursued by the Itfcclf remained
Jersey trusts.
unoccupied by either
minutes before ute of manly regard and affection to Turks.
jing last night when he barely filled! jt was twenty-fivhaving "slipped out of control of the! statutes.'
side
Tuesday night and
during
"This is no answer at all, Mr. Madison Square Garden, Roosevelt i,j8 unlifted hand brought the cheer- - the name of a fellow servant and an
very law that gave them leave to be,
British and French cruisers have throughout Wednesday, when it was
at
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.New
the
mourn
unmake
endeared
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it.
state
to an end. After
had gone on
companion.
york
progressive
and can make and
Wilscr, himself stated that the legis- and
arrived at Saloniki and two Oierman set on fire by the explosion of Bulgar- lature did with surprising ease what et tonight packed Madison bquare for twenty minutes he raised his arm, vice president, but most of us mourn war vessels are expected there. Then;,,, shells.
.pleasure," and declared: "We havethousand but the crowd renewed its cheers and U'e man.
now set ourselves to control the.01 sohe asked and that republican and,G3rdrn wilh seventeen
Close battle was begun between the
e
As many more
"Kveu with utmost brevity, I may gunboat Goreley, bringing.
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will not resort to subterfuge."
was only one repubhean
?
majority,
to them anywhere. A column of, prove them back with sweeping force.
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for over tt;i
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strong and his strenl
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for
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for
conhe
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this is no ephemeriat or
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timed
and
the Turkish in- Veles.
perfectly
from
hiu
here today
master before liten.
status declares to be a misdemeanor," able to mention in his Madison fequare turns in New York
"We fesBed
porary movement,' he said.
wjn
"Good servant, great heart, gentle
London, Nov. 2. Only two lines fantry suffered heavily.
have gone into this movement making
says Colonel Roosevelt. "Mr. Wilson Garden speech with modest pride that crats heart failure
of wunded were
Long .column
our appeal to 'aH1 good citizens with-- friend, farewell. -.- We the pilgrims of of forts, bath known as Tchatalja, one
now says that he wishes to proceed
1n Wall street
are
THEY
out regard to their post party affllia-- J the night still lodging in tents, hail to the northwest of the fortified city passed to the rear after receiving first
against the directors and managers of smiling and complacent," because of, Xew York- Nov-CHEERED.
- 2.
Colonel Theo- - tions, and with the resolute intention thy sure abode where all shadows are of Adrianople, and the other stretch- aid on the field. No description of the
the trusts individually. For twenty-tw- their hope for his election and that
months he has had, as governor they are betting heavily on him. j!dor Rosevelt for the second time of making this a permanent move- - swallowed up of day. I,et the mortal ing across the peninsula outside' of late- stages of the battle has come
now
stand
between
but reports from Sofia assert
deal'
ment
a
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and
movement
that
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through,
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of New Jersey, ample opportunity for ask that Mr. Wflsnn'n nrnnnlB nmv
Immorinlitv. Thank
... ... cnou uuuitMice in Maaison
square not merely witlt national but with God for every good (inht ended for Turkey and the total obliteration of that the Bulgarians carried everythus proceeding against them, but he be tested by his actions as governor
Garden.
state and local affairs. r or, mina .VOU pverv victnrv u n.i tl.rni,,.!, r,..,!,, for her power in Europe. On neither of thing before them.
has never lifted his hand to take it. of New Jersey."
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Further dispatches from Sofia say
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uie
garinai aueci our peo- - tne comnletion of our snlvatinn guid these lines of forts can much reliance
...r..u,
"Mr. Wilson has declined to give
,....Ueu
WILSON RALLY DAY.
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t
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Turkish troops offered an ob- wnicn
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not
lie
uie
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uompiiiiougu
New York, Nov. 2. A feature of
'To where, bevond
the legislature a lead in this matter
hands
ing
by
angel
troller Prendergast, chairman of the with by any one branch of the sov' these voices
pened at other places supposed to be stinate resistance. The conflicts con- is peace.' "
and when these members of the leg-- ; the observance of Wilson rally day
there
strongly fortified.
a request that no effort be ernment alone.
tinned until late on Wednesday night
was the reading at democratic meeting,
At the church service attended by
gave him a lead he still
There now seems to be no escape wUI) waverings.
made by the crowd to cheer him be"We
can
them
with
Eventually, however,
only President Taft and other high
grapple
clined to lift a finger in their aid. rallies throughout the country of Gov.
offtol-are
The
for the Turks.
'
Bulgarians
yond the limit of time accorded last when the national and state and muna aong
Turks
,lne
way
gaye
atti-in
view
Dr.
M.
icials.
of
Wilson's
W.
this
to
voters
the
of
And, naturally,
the night in the same hall to Governor icipal governments-alik- uan"!the Bulgarians capturing
message
Stryker delivered the
" "s
are
in
the
the railway
on
his part, United States. This message was Wilson.
tude of passive opposition
..
,
eulogy.
the
world,
are,
that
...
surprises
lliey
hands of men whose honesty is above
IIJ 1UU11U
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Innur on Hon vnrl t In no' a Tn
read by former Judge Alton B. Parker
the legislature failed to act.
"When Colonel Roosevelt raisps his reproof, and who know and under- 1 at a Wilson
e
from
Senator
Pelham
Serai
between
at
Beveridge,
"Through
Manor, ik ft. hand" said Mr PrendertriRt "hp and and sympathize with the needs
Santa Fe, capital of New Mexico, their troops
rally
. .
. ..1.
U
r
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1.
t i .in o
cm. nA.jn
7... tiicsKi
mi. vv..u
you to allow ntm to proceed with' of the plain people of the country.
;ub. lf
and seat of many federal offices, to--j
.jixroi.v"..,
wuui), e iuik, auuiai'KS
j?d
Sofla, Bulgaria, Nov.
uy oiuer uemocrats wnerever tne sup- ;as iouows.
day in mourning the death of Vice-- lnove woud fulfill the twofold purpose reP0, ts sa' the Turkish troops during
Is it not a fact that the laws porters of Governor Wilson assembled
President James S. Sherman. The 'of
putting an end to all Turkish resis-- ; their retreat from Eski Baba to Lule
of Uie slate under which a corpora- - to observe the day.
VICE-PRESIDENT
flag over the post office is at half hirmp tlnri stnnnine- thn HpfPHtPf) nttn-- i Burgas, massacred 200 women, old
mast and other flags are also lowered mun soldiers from reachintr Constan-lmeand children in the village of
TO-DA- Y
iOUt Of respect.
,,,,. I, Atvnli
iu
tinnnlo nl,,. fl,l,.
Upon the opening of he U. S. dist-- fcared.'
A number of the victims were still
rict court Leroy O. Moore, Esq., AIf the Bulgarians' plan succeeds, writhing in their death agonies when
Utica. N. v.. Nov. 2. The funeral) Dr. Holden did not denart from the ssistant United States Attorney, an- - they are likely to go on to Uonstanti- - the Bulgarian troops entered the
service over the body of the late Vice prescribed forms of the Dutch church nrollllced to tne collrt ,he death of nople, where they will dictate their place.
V,CR- - terms of
James S. Sherman was held which include scriptural
JB.me!. '
peace. They are not likely,
Vienna, Nov. 2. A fearful battle,
quotations i"UT.T
i esiueui oi tne Lniteci otates.
mere- - however, to stay in the
should be assessed at not less than tniw tternoon. The service at the
1., t ,.i
The New Mexico Board of
h f
oo.i'inD
,u
There the most sanguinary the Bulgarian
capital.
'
'
'
'
the Presiding judge Hon. Wil- ;is a Bulgarian
"... .
fifty (50) cents per acre; and classifies ho:ise began at 1 o'clock and was i'- -i
u t..r , "I ,.'
legend that any nation army has had to sustain before
tion which was in session ncre. ror
,,.a.,r. U...U
,iam J., popei Baid.
sucn lands in Bernalillo, McKinley, conducted
L.
Dr.
H.
uccupjmg Constantinople is certain Adrianople. is raging today near the
of
benediction.
Holden
by
the
tne
tax
all
eral weeks, has returned
Varne
Fe
can
and
in
aeatn ot Honorable James to be in perpetual trouble with its bridge over the Maritza river at
Sandoval,
Juan, Santa
Dutch church, who is the
rolls to the various county assessors lencia counties as of substantially the
Immediately after the last words S. Sherman. Vice President
of the npiehlinrs.
was
It
in
conducted
family
pastor.
fell
tax
from
the
with instructions to increase the
pastors lips, prepara-- United states tne natlon has lost aj What the Bulgarians always have Maras, wires the Kelchspost s corresame value, ana finds that in those the
few
a
of
with
the
of
outside
presence
only
Bulgarians.
spondent
tions were begun for the removal of,devotpd public servant, a zealous pat aimed at is the
rate on all grazing lands in the state counties they should be assessed at
occupation of the
The Turks are displaying extraorthe direct effect of whk'Ii is o n.o:s. not less than forty (40) cents per the immediate family. These consisted
body to the Presbyterian church riot, a
citizen.
His
vince
of
which
cCmes
Adrianople,
of .Mrs, Sherman, and her three sons and the
stubbornness,
continually
certain lands listed as grazing lauds, acre.
procession soon began its sol- - services to our country as a member down to a line between the Black Sea dinary
and their wives and of brothers and emn march thitherward.
up fresh reserves and hustbringing
ot
the
house
of
and
and
the
Sea
of
pay a trifle more of the traffic :u tho
base
Marmora
near
representatives
the
is
therefore ordered by the; sisters of Mr. and Mrs.
"It
ling them into the fight.
Sherman and
tax rate. This is a slight step
Utica, N. V., Nov. 2. Dr. Stryker'sias presiding officer of the senate were of the peninsula.
beard, that the assessment for pur their families. There was a
The Bulgarians are showing a comPresi-ot
at
the
Vice
profusion
address
luneral
Is
a
but it
The Turkish troops might
have
only
slight step. poses of taxation of grazing lands in of
flowers.
contempt for death.
j
plete
He
der.t Sherman wa3 very brief.
found a way of retreat toward the
(Continued on Page Four.)
Therefore Mr. VOTGIt when you vote;the counties of Colfax, Mora and Un
Vienna, Nov. 2 The fall of Adrian- Port of Kodosto on the Sea of Mar- at this election, remember iiiat a task ion, which have been assessed at less
I
mora, but this is now occupied by the Ple rai,-- De expected nexC wee, ac-begun is not a task ended and that in tnan seventy-fiv- e
(75) cents per acre,
to
of
the
a
cording
correspondent
Bulgarians.
order to make the taxation bystem in shall be raised to that figure; and
Over 12,1)00 Turkish wounded
are Kenchspost, telegraphing from Mus-this state fair to all the people and un- that all grazing lands in Chaves,!
to
in tapha Pasha.
have
arrived
we
to
reported
must
a
have
already
fair
none,
complete Curry, Dona Ana, Eddy, Lincoln, Luna,
The capitulation of the city, he says,
Constantinople. The ambulance ser-- j
new system of taxation. If we do not Rio Arriba, Roosevelt, Sierra and Sovices of none of the armies are able might be forced sooner by a ruthless
have such a system, then property corro counties, which have been
to cope with the work set for them bombardment by the Bulgarians, but
valued at 120,000,000 and assessed on
at less than sixty (60) cents
while all the countries of Europe King Ferdinand has ordered that the
and
a basis of $290,000 will continue to per acre, shall be raised to that fig- have sent contingents to assist in car-- j city be spared. The siege ha3 been
get the best of the bargain. But in ure; that all grazing lands in Grant,!
ing for the wounded, the suffering in complete for many days past and the
the following order, at least, the pop- Guadalupe, Otero,
San Miguel,1
the war area must be unparalleled.
Quay,
fall of Democitia to which place the
timber
and Taos and Torrance counties, which
ularity of classifying coal,
From all the capitals of Europe Turks had taken 30,000 men in their
agricultural land, as "grazing" land, have been assessed at less than fifty
come reports of the efforts of the pow- - retreat after the battle of
will to a slight extent, at least, prove (50) cents
ers to reach an agreement in regard sen with the defeat of the main Turk-- :
acre, shall be raised to
per
as
board
The
orders
less popular.
that figure; and that all grazing lands!
to the form of intervention, but noth- - ish army at Lule Burgas, removes all
follows :
in Bernalilln. Mrtirtlv
Sandoval.
has been definitely decided beyond fear of an interruption of the Bulgar-- P
ing
"Inspection of the tax roils having Sa Juani Santa p.
and Vaencia
general
approval of the French pre-- i ian Rieee oneratiotis by the Turks.
uni-and
lack
of
variation
ehown great
COUnties, which have been assessed at
miers
proposals.
Athens, Nov. 2. The Greeks have
formity, n the valuation of grazing:,,.. tna-- forty (40) cents per acre,
Meantime the war vessels of the; defeated the Turks in another battle
L
ands n the different counties of the u,n uc
""an i.. icmocuj iu nidi iiuuic
powers are hurrying to the east to on the road to Monastir. The Turks
'
state, it becomes the duty of this board
"It is further ordered, that the,
the , Christians among the lost 200 cavalry and 100 infantrymen
protect
to equalize the values of this class of treasurer of each
in the state
Turkish
whose danger, ac-- i killed while seven ot their field guns
county
population,
property as far as practicable, and for shall increase the valuation of such
cording to most of the correspondents were captured.
that purpose the board classifies such grazing lands on the tax rolls in his;
there, is very real.
Malta, Nov. 2. The British cruis-- !
lands in Colfax, Mora and Union coun- hands in accordance with the
!
week-- j ers, Barham, Weymouth and Medea,
of
forego-the
Graphic
descriptions
ties as of substantially the same value, Ing order, and shall extend the taxes!
long battle between the Turkish and have been intercepted by wireless and
and finds that in those counties they on such rolls in accordance with such
Bulgarian armies in the southeastern ordered to sail to Levant forthwith.
at
not
than
less
should be assessed
......... .u.,ll!
AmA
U!
llalilatlAH
corner
of the. Balkan peninsula are The Barham is to go to Suda bay and
""""
seventy-fiv- e
per acre; and not authorize
(75) cents L,
now reaching London. It would ap-- i the other vessels to places where they
reduction In the val-- i
classifies such lands In Chaves, Curry, uation of suchany
pear that nearly 400,000 men have will be conveniently situated in case
lands, which have been
Dona Ana, Eddy, Lincoln, Luna, Rio
assessed
a
at
been engaged in the life and death of eventualities.
than
valuation
higher
1
socor-Arriba, Roosevelt, sierra ana
those hereinbefore set out."
rtruggle, which, according to accounts
READY TO GO TO CUBA.
ro counties as of substantially the:
is etill in progress.
Fortress Monroe, Va Nov. 2. The
same value, and finds that in those San Juan del Sur XrcaI.agua Xov. 2.
'
The fighting on the left wing of the
general staff has ordered four
counties they shouldbe assessed
wireiess dispatca rrom Acapulco
Turkish army, according to one cor- - rimy
in reserve here to be precents perBayB the paciflc Maii steamer,
transports
not less than sixty
Citywas terribly severe. In pared within four days for instant
respondent,
lands
such
classifies
and
without'
acre;
In;0f panama, has arrived there
their attack on Lule Burgas, the Bul- - readiness to carry 2.S00 troops to
Grant, Guadalupe, Otero, Quay, San suffering injury from the hurricane.
garians found Torgut Shefket Pasha Cuba, should disorders arise during
Miguel, Taos and Torrance counties Fourteen iron lighters which were
with his troops in position on the the Insular elections demanding inter- as of substantially the same value, sunk in the harbor by the hurricane,
slopes behind the town. The Bui-- i vention.
in
counties
raised
these
and finds that
they are being
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The Little Store

BY NAN O'NIEL

WE HAVE THE
PINTS AND QUARTS

TCHING SCALP

NOVEMBER 2, 1912.

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

AND DANDRUFF
Tlie,Oriinal and

ture

and doctrines.
In Idaho the women grew tired of

Only

THE

Absolutely

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

LOGICAL
Pimples Festered Then Formed
A
Buncontinued wrangling with republican
in
Came
Out
Hair
Scales.
A Money andFuel Saver
WHEN MOTHER VOTES.
bosses and finally nominated their
in
Crusts.
White
Scab
ches.
We all Ret up at peep of day
4
own ticket. Latest reports say they
Used Cuticura Soap and OintAnd ivet and tunie and Btuw,
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
have a good chance of winning out
Bill
While father lays the breakfast clolli on their independent ticket.
ment. Scalp Cured. Hair Grew.
Without Attention. 'qw
'And makes the coffee, too.
Of course the suffragettes in Caliis the time to call and
burned
his
He
fingers
always gets
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.ado, Miguel Delgudo, Leo Lorenzo.
of Antonio Lucero, Jr., Edward and Joe
George Minardoi and The Results
llerardinelli,

Miss MafisiP' Vn I n m lint n llf- - John Mares.
fntgette. Hut when 1 was in Canada
last year several of my friends went
to hear .Mrs. Parklmrst
and came
The Joy Club held their party last
away convinced that she was right. 1 night in the Old Exchange Huilding
I
for
wish
I'm
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heard
her.
rather
and a spookier place could not have
Wilson.
been found for Halloween pranks.
Miss Betty Massie: Xo, indeed, I'm
lights burned in tin deserted
one of those
kind of wo- rooms and
freak shrill noises, like
men. I believe in the home, etc., some
spirit whisking by,
unhappy
umm i was in taimun lasi
made more than one girl scream and
-
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the evening in a very happy fashion.
When tbe lights were turned on the
Blinieyhorrid worms were found to be
pieces or cold boiled niacarroni and
the ghost a sheet and pillow case with
phosphorous eyes.
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HALLOWEEN.

THE

ADVICE

MAN

Made Th!s Newbizrj
Glad
She Followed
Lady

H

the at
tention of the
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Suggestion.
Newburg, Ala. "For more than a
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains la
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of niinj advised me to try
Cardul, so I began taking ft, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardul and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardul to sicl
and suffering women."
Cardul Is a purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its ingredients are r.iild herbs, having a gentle, tonic efTeet, on the
constitution.
Cardui has helped a million 'women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried it? If not, please
do. It may be just what you need.
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EXPERT SHOE SERVICE
Mrs. W. A. Sargent: Haven't any upon shaking hands with each one. burg was at the high school building
was
current
it
from
the to inRI)Prt tho manual traininc and dothe
'desire to be a suffragette. I would Whether
enable us toj place a
spirit world that gave everyone such mestic science departments.
The
vote for Taft.
Mrs. Arthur Seligman: Xo, I'm not a shock and grip or not would be hard board which Mr. Parker represents is
"Just-Righ- t"
Shoe on
suffragette, but Wilson's my man. to say but the spook certainly did about to erect a new and modern
ja Mrs.
James Seligman: Sure, I'm a leave electric thrills running up and school and proposes to put in this
every Woman's Foot !
s
one
back.
down
to
and
I'm
vote
for
I
suffragette
going
work of the hand in their course of
The house was shadowy and spooky study.
Wilson, of course.
Superintendent Wagner ex-- ;
unde-whoMrs. Standley Small: I'm very
with darkly shaded lights and black plained the system fully and it is
1
cided and don't know
want cats and witches and skeletons peered
probable the new school in Grant
for president.
reout from every corner.
will be similar in many
county
Mrs. Solomon Spitz I would vote
The girls were told to look inside spects to ours.
for Taft.
a dark door if
wanted lo seo their
Miss Clara Palm, the kindergarten
j
Mrs. C. H. Stauffer: I'm on the fence future fate. Ofthey
one was
course,
teacher,
gave a most delightful little
land I don't dare tell which way Id curious and the shrieks every
told the story
Halloween party to her twenty-fivlike to vote.
of white grinning skull wagging at little tots
Mrs. L. VickRoy: Xo, I'm not a
Thursday afternoon. The
them from the blackness.
room was darkened and lighted only
Politics are always the
suffragette.
Doughnuts and weinies and apples through the fantastic faces on window
same anyway. The father of a bouse-jholjni.p
is always a standpatter and the and pie and all things dear to Hal- - seats and mantels. After the little
'ween spreads weighed down the big lessons, refreshments were served.
sons are always insurgents.
Mrs. John Walker: No, I'm not a table in tlle dining room,
The Santa Fe public schools w ill be
At midnight the revelers went home, well
suffragette, but if it came to voting
represented at the state teach- why, of course, 1 would vote for Wil - jumping at every shadow on the way ers association at
Albuquerque next
son.
and dreaming of goblins ail night.
week.
Every teacher in our school
Mrs. Jacob Weltmer: Not a suffrag-te- ;
is planning to go and with the girls'
I wouldn't vote for Taft and
1
glee club and our oratorical represen- wouldn't vote for Roosevelt in New CARD PARTV.
Mexico, and I would hate to vote for
ah ol this election dope leads up tative, Miss Dorman, it is safe to
a democrat. This is a hard question, to the Election Day Party which state Santa Fe will be there forty
but I suppose through a process of will be one of the largest and most strong. Such a splendid representa-- !
elimination I would have to vote for elaborate parties that has ever been uo" ls maw
s
Wilson.
in Santa Fe. It is given by the gressiveness of the board of
wno
at
their
Mrs. Charles A. Wheelon: I'm not
Thursday
meeting
that!tio.
Hoard of Trade and
a suffragette, but the whole family is fact alone will ensure its success. afternoon unanimously voted for the
for Wilson this time.
The tickets are seventy-fivcents and vacation and set aside money enough
Mrs. F. C. Wilson:
railroad fares. No city in the en- Haven't had PvervonH should hnv nno whether it is
time to decide whether I am a suffrato go to the party or ure somnwesc nas a. more
above occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
For
for
them
possible
gette or not. I'd vote for Roosevelt. not, for it is a
small way of help- - Doar(l.
very
will
I
protect to Albuquerque and
don't care anything about a
Xo,
ing a splendid cause.
name-sak- e
shown below.
being in the White House.
WATCKING FOR GUN MEN.
Aside from the question of going
Mrs. T. Z. Winter: I voted in Colorado and took part in the campaign, for charity, everyone will go for the
New York, Nov. 2. Half a dozen
Fare
Dates of Sale
From
but I did not care very much about good time that is in store. Th'j plans detectives from
police headquarters
.. .Nov. 3, 4, 5,.
..$20.75
AZTEC, N. M
it. I don t know who I would vote are very elaborate and everything were detailed
meet
all
to
train.!
. 10.45
. . Nov. 5, 6
today
ANTON ITO, COLO.
for.
that time and energy and planning from Chicago
. 13.65
arriving here this after...Nov. 4, 5....
CHAMA, N. M
done to make the
do
can
been
has
Mrs. H. C. Yontz:
but
noon to search for the four gun men
19.0!)
Nov. 4, 5,
DURANGO, COLO
affair one of the most delightful and said to be
I'd like to vote for Wilson.
6.80
to take the life of
N. M
..Nov.
5, 6
corning
EMBUDO,
'
OVERHEARD.
unique in the history of Santa Fe.
5.8b
Nov. 5, 6
N. M
District Attorney Whitman.
ESPANOLA,
As each guest enters the library
"Was your wife in the suffrage pa21.45
Nov. 3, 4, 5,
FARMINGTON, N. M
rade?" asked E. C. Abbott, meeting S. hall she will be asked how she wants
17.7C
..Nov. 4, 5,
COLO
IGNACIO,
G. Cart wright on the street.
to vote and will then be given a but14.90
Nov. 4, 5
N. M
LUMBERTON,
"You bet she was," said Mr. Cart- - ton representing her favorite candi14.60
Nov. 4, 5
MONERO, N. M
wright enthusiastically.
12.35
Nov. 4, 5,
"Why, she date. She may also have her choice of
OSIER, COLO
was the flag hearer for her chapter. ' playing bridge or five hundred. The
15.95
PAGOSA JUNCTION, COLO. j...Nov. 4, 5
"Do you mean to tell me that that
8.20
Nov. 5, 6
N. M
Roosevelt, Wilson and Taft followers
SERVILLETA,
little woman carried that heavy flag will play against each other as much
all that distance?"
as possible in order to see which can- "Well no," said Mr.
Cartwright, didate will pull the highest score at
"my chauffeur and the boys and I the end of the game.
How Mrs. Bethune was ReNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
took turns at carrying it."
The hall will be decorated with camstored to Health by Lydia
Department or the Interior, U. S.I Department of the Interior, U. S.
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it is one of the most difficult.
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is carefully piloting the what Lydia
stiff
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(Seal)
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her
careful
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class
nervousness,
guidance,
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was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta'jla
Notary Public.
neys tell the need of a good reliable ?anta Fe, New Mexico, on th-- i 5th
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-- j to complete the subject by the end
medicine. Foley Kidney Pills day of December, 1912.
of
the
first
be
and
semester
ready
nally and acts directly upon the blood
It has helped thousands of women who kidney
,
as witnesses:
and restorClaimant names
and mucous surfaces of the system. for geometry.
build up the kidneys and Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
ative.
Miss Sena, teacher of Spanish, is
They
cend for testimonials, free.
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irregF. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio. doinS much thorough work these days ularities, periodic pains, backache, that regulate their action. They will give Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
in conversational
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
This bearing down feeling, indigestion, ar.r you quick relief and contain no habit Kennedy. New Mexico,
Spanish.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Take Hall's Family pills for
course is very practical and many of nervous prostration, after all other mean, forming drugs. Safe and always sure.
Register.
the high school boys and girls are have failed. Why don't you try it ?
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
m-- t

Tic-tuc- s

and have put on sale these
goods for the entire month
of November at a . . .

i

y

were several toasts given at a ban
quet. One man told of the marvelous
a. strides woman had made in every
science and walk of life until at last
they were really the equals of men. An
old gentleman, with his eyes t winkle,
raised his glass and said: "To wo-- '
men - once our superiors, now our
equals."
Mrs. J. W. Mayes: Yes, 1 believe
that every woman should have the
right to vote, i would certainly vote
for Wilson.
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CAPITAL TAILOR
will have been elected

without any question.
He will have won over
all his competitors as
being the Best Tailor,
as giving the Best Value for the Money, as
Being Honest in All His
Dealings, and As The
Man Who Will Take
Pleasure In SeeingThat
When You Appear On
the Street You Will Do
So In Style That Will
Be a

CREDIT TO YOURSELF!

ASSOCIATION

EDUCATIONAL

e

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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together and form a stock club and
take ofer the Colonels. However,
Barker refused t' make any statements about Barney Drcyfuss and his
attempts to get hold of the local fran-

PIERCE OWNS
WATERS-PIERC- E

OIL CAMPANY

chise.

GRIFFITH'S THREE BIG REASONS

FOR LIFTING

New York, Nov. 2. Announcement
was made this morning that the
Standard Oil interests had sold to
Henry Clay Pierce all their holdings
Oil company,
in the Waters-Pierc-

Tired of having the local representatives in the American association
making such a poor showing when
Louisville is at least the second best
baseball city over the entire circuit,
the local business men want to help
put a good team in the field, inasmuch
as the franchise is worth every bit of
$100,000 and with a winnin; team will
earn half that much clear.
Grayson says he will sell if. he can
get his price. Those who are interested in the baseball know that a change
would be beneficial, as under present
conditions a team like the one of the
past season would not survive through
next season.

WAGNER IS
REAL THING

1913 PENNANT

"is there any truth in the report
that you will retire, and Hans Wagner
will replace you as manager of the
Pirates?" was asked Fred Clarke, the
veteran leader if the Pittsburgh
,

Pirates.

e

thus ending the litigation that has
been in the courts for some time.
Negotiations for the sale has been
under way for several days past, and
pending their culmination the hearings before a commissioner here,
in
through which the Waters-Piercterests sought, to oust the Standard
Oil from control, Were adjourned from
day to day.
By the terms of the sale, Mr. Pierce
acquires all the stock in the Waters-- i
Pierce Oil company held by John D.
Rockefeller, William Rockefeller, Hen-jrM. Flagler,
BALLOQf!ISTS
John D. Archbold,
Charles M. Pratt, the Pratt estate; alBE
so the holdings of Colonel Oliver H.
ANYWHERE Payne and
the holdings of the Hark-- j
ness family and those of a large num-- !
A feeling of pro- ber of others.
Berlin, Nov.
The stock, with Pierce's present
found anxiety i ; igns here as to the
fate of John V.' uts and Arthur Ather-hol- holdings, gives him absolute control
American vh ohave been miss- of the Waters Pierce Oil company.
The price paid per share was not
ing with the balioon Duesseldorf II
since they started October 27, in the announced, although it is understood
international race for the Gordon Ben- - about $3,000,000 was involved.
nett balloon rup.
It is felt fiat news should surely CONWAY GIUEN
have been received unless the balloon
SILENT TREATMENT
descended in a remote part of the
vild3 of Lapi.md.
The managers of the race say the
Chicago, 111., Nov. 2. Efforts by the
aeronauts nn-- have been made
police to wring a confession of , the
oners in Rusua and are unable to
guilty knowledge of the murder of
municate.
Sophia Singer, were beginning to
tell, they said, today, on Charles Con-- i
way, accused of the crime in a state- TWO PARISH
ment made by his wife yesterday
H BIG FIRE
in
Under the "silent treatment"
no one is allowed to speak to
which
IN ST. LOUIS the
prisoner or answer his questions,
'
save the police captain, Conway grew
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 2. One man, nervous and irritable as the day wore
W. C. Douglas, a local financier, and on.
an unknown woman were burned to
Every hour, the police captain, who
death and twenty other persons were
announced a confession cf
yesterday
injured, three receiving fractured the crime from Conway'1? wife, Lillian
skulls, in a fire that destroyed the Beatrice Conway, walked
by the
Berlin hotel, after midnight this morn"How
are
cell
men's
and
asked:
you,
One hundred and fifty guests
ing.
of the exclusive family hotel .';:were Charlie? Did you want to see me?"
"No I don't", finally answered Con-- j
forced to flee in their night clothes,
way.
or jump from windows.
Previously he had said he would
The body of a woman, identified as
that of Mrs. C. H. McFadden, was talk to the cantain whenever the latfound in the ruins this afternoon. The ter sent for him.
hotel proprietor, however, said the
body was that of another guest.
BANKS HAVE

the Pittsburg
"My contract with
club expires this .year," replied Clarke
with a merry twinkle in his eye, "and
I've got a nice ranch in Kansas to
back up on any time I get ready. I
think the time for a baseball man to
retire is when the going is good. I've
had nothing but success for twelve
years; the idea of hanging on until
they kick you out as a player or man
ager, I don't like.- However, my future
depends entirely on the Pittsburgh
management. If they want me back
next season and pay my price, I'll
have to give up that farming idea. As
for Wagner, you can say for me that
Hans is one of the squarest guys in
the world and one of my best friends.
He's a smart ball man, too, He'd
make good as a manager, sure as
shooting. At least, I feel that way
about it.
CLAKK CUIFFITH.
;
Mic better equipped to put up a cham-..jt Pittsburgh don't care to pay me
HERE THEY ARE:
pionship fight, and the team should get my price I'd like to see Wagner get
1 Walter Johnson.
did the job. He's got the stuff in him to
away to a running start, which it
2 Clyde Milan.
manage a ball team. Wagner has al
not do this year1. 3
A team stronger than in 1912.
been up among ways been a smart ball player and no
Had
Washington
Wash'.
more
Would you be surprised i
the leaders when it won 1 games m private in the ranks ever had
All
Honus.
the
old
than
friends
cham
good
ffigton won tbe American' ' leak
American
n row. the
league
floated boys like him and he would play their
next year?
pionship pennant would have
if Stranger JningBj flight happen; St.
over the home of the senators. But heads off for the 'Flying Dutchman.'
"I'm glad I inaugurated my baseball
Stovall
follow
liou&-- " might
George
the team started poorly and had much
career as a playing manoit o the second division, for inground to gain before it was on fight- managerial
said Clarke, "because I doubt
Boston.
ager,"
and
with
terms
Chicago
stance.
ing
very much if I ever would have gotten
Because Boston won the flag in the
With the prospect of a pennant off
successfully as a bench manager.
world's
Ban Johnson league, and the
Griffith is doing a lot of thinkCiarke
it may not be apparent
no
"Although
is
to
it
boot,
by
not
be
would
surprisIt
championship
ing just now.
in the stand, a big
to
the
spectator
means a sure thing that the team will
he
put
ing if before the winter passes
uniform playing a
in
leader
league
repeat.
over another deal such as took
on the field has a treposition
regular
after
to
Washington pushed Boston right
Washington
Chick" Gandil
mendous advantage over the man who
along up to the close of the season
other major leaguers passed him up. is
a team froni the bench.
'so
is
this year, and Clarke Griiiith
If Griffith can pick up one good At runningI found it that
least
way.
hit
can
who
confident of landing the bunting in
outfielder
an
pitcher and
team
"I
the
Pittsburgh
managed
a 913 that he is telling friends he will
.300 and field like Shanks, Washingand
field
twelve
from
the
for
years
four
in
games
work Walter Johnson
ton will look better than Boston when
that time the club was never
during
next
April.
against the National league chamthe
for
pistol
they line up
out of the division. We also won a
pions.
When the "Gray Fox" spent
few pennants, captured one world's
'
the
situation,
consider
When you
for Gandil, he made Washington
'
series from the "Detroit and lost one
Griffith has every right to be hopeful,
is
team.
There
nothing
a
world's series to Jimmy Collins Boston
not
at least. He has a team of fast,
Grift
will
on the books that says
Americans.
a
cock-sur- e
with
reyoungsters,
scrappy,
strengthen the spots that are not
"This year I felt that I was due to CONSERUATIUES
sprinkling of clever veterans who
as strong now before the
garded
1
slow
up, and benched myself.
haven't reached the stage where they
snows melt.
CUBA WIN OUT
to
as
be
it
would
start slipping; a team of hard hitters,
CLYDE MILAN.
easy
Griffith has the team pulling for thought the team fromjust
a
but
the
bench,
manage
apt to come through and break up
world's series him; he had them fighting like a ken- it hasn't proved so, and if I hadn't been
Havana, Cuba, Nov. 7. The sweepgame at any time; clever fielders,- ton will divide the
but
all
summer,
terriers
nel
of
bull
one
ing
victory of General Marie Menecal
backschooled
and
has
Walter
he
Johnson,
a
and
experienced
thoroughly
First,
splendid
good pitchers
not among them- in
lor
victory,
and
fighting
world.
in
Enrique Jose V'arona, the conthe
fine
o
the
of
all
the
the greatest pitchers
game
points
stopping department.
selves.
I would have made the biggest servative candidate for the presidenthink
Second, he has Clyde Milan, clever
But more valuable than all else is
Griffith earned the title "Fox." He 'bloomer' of my career.
cy, and for the rest of the conservaGriffith's own ability to handle his fielder, a better than .300 hitter and
one of the shrewdest
doubt
is
tive ticket for the executive officers
without
seein
too
the
much.
won
runner
Bench
base
league.
the
best
men. The shrewd little manager
managers
has
state- of the Cuban republic appears to be
That
may seem1 an absurd
admiration of critics this season
Third, his team will be stronger men the national game fairproduced.
the
reason ment, but it's a
'
next season than it was this year. It Which is another pretty
fact, nevertheless. fully confirmed by the returns receivby the way he worked his pitchers.
to lead the
Bench leaders are always 'bawling' ed in the provinces today.
Griffith has three big reasons to will have the benefit of a year's ex- for expecting him
race for the flag next year. the men for 'bonehead' plays. I felt
support his contention that Washing- - perience as a team; the recruits will
HUBBY WAS ANGRY.
myself doing it this year twice as hard
Period ended with as I ever did when in the game. A
St. Louis, Nov. 2. Mrs. Olive H.
was attempted.
the ball on Harvard's 43 yard line.
player who is 'n the game every day Spencer, testifying today in her
Score end second period: Princeton can't help pulling 'a Barry' now and divorce suit against Harlow B. Spenthen. He realizes his mistake, some- - cer, commission man, son of late Cor-wi6; Harvard 3.
PRINCETION LOST FIRST TUSSLE TODAY
PERIOD.
times when it's too late to put on the
H. Spencer millionaire grain specTHIRD
There was no changes in the Har- - brakes. Your average bench manager ulator, said her husband had a way
vtirrl lineun. but H. Baker took
never condone an 'ivorv' stunt: of inviting his friends to his home to
Cambridge, Mass., ,Nov. 2. Harvard Harvard. Waller made two yards dleton'a piace and kicked off to Har- whereas the planing manager knows drink, and whem one of them, a marthat he makes 'em himself occasional- - ried man tried to kiss her and she revanquished Princeton in the stadium through Harvard's right tackle on a vard-- ten yard line.
DeWitt struggled
ran it back ten yards and'ly and ls more aut t0 excHSe a Diaver pulsed him, her husband thought it
today by a score of 16 to 6, principal- wing shift play.
Brickley
ly through the line plunging of Brick-Ic- y through for three more. DeWitt kick- kicked to N. Baker on Princeton's ail guilty of an error of omission. That's strange she was not "nice" to his
and his wonderful field, goal and ed to Harvard's 22 yard line, where te line. Wight went out and Pendleton why I say a bench manager sees too
guest.
placement kicking. The big Harvard Brickley fell on the ball without gain. took his place. Princeton netted five much sometimes for his own good.
At theaters Mrs. Spencer said her
half back score dtwo goals from the Felton then kicked to Pendleton in the yards on two plunges into center,
"Ball players are as temperamental husband had a habit of turning around
recovered
Harvard
field and then kicked a placement center of the field.
and
fumbled
The Princeton
as grand opera singers.
The least and looking at women.
goal of 47 yards for a third score.
muffed it, but recovered the the ball on Princeton's five yard line.
captain
will upset 'em make 'em sulk in
thing
Spencer told his friends, he wanted
the
In the last few minutes of play he
from
second
his
goal
shot
43
Brickley
ball on Princeton's
yard line.
it up and play in her to be the best dressed woman in
the 15 yard line, tieing the their tents, chuckmen
from
helped carry the ball to the Princefield,
have to handled St. Louis, but when ehd bought clothPrinceton was making good gains score. H. Baker kicked off to Hard- differently. The
ton goal, where Hardwick made a
to be driven,
some
five
with
came
have
a
when
there
gloves;
penalty
yard
and
In
20
line
this last play, Brickley
touchdown.
ing he refused to pay the bills. The
wick on Harvard's
yard
On a fake kick, the ball was run back five
yards. others require coaxing. And the play- court took the case under advisement
injured and was carried for off side play.
'as severaly
from the field. The Princeton score Waller lost ten yards. The first for- Brickley made a goal from placement ing manager who is in the game every
day has decided advantage over the
was due entirely to two beautifully ward pass by Princeton was success- kick from the 47 yard line.
PUT IN QUARANTINE.
at- gent who must run his ball team from
executed forward passes in the second ful DeWitt to S. Baker, but there was
A few minutes later Brickley
Mariort, Ohio, Nov. 2. Smallpox and
period which netted 57 yards In a no gain and DeWitt kicked outside of tempted a goal from midfield but the the bench."
Clarke is one of the greatest bats- fate's decree brought to the altar to
touchdown.
Harvard s 14 yard line.
ball was blocked and was then given
men the ganie ever produced. For day Miss Hazel Bombarger and Paul
tc Princeton on downs.
No goal was attempted,
it was the
Up to this point, Princeton had
The third period ended with the years and years he hit .300 and over. Van Sickel, of Morrow County, after
first Harvard victory over Princeton
Harvard.
in a quarter of a century.
Felton kicked and it was Prince- ball in Harvard s possession on her He was a .300 batsman with Louisvile the bride had broken her engagement
fifteen years ago, and he hit .300 for to another.
The game was resumed with Har- ton's ball on their 45 yard line. The 39 yard line.
Score, end third period: Harvard, Pittsburgh last year.
vard kicking off.
Several months ago Miss Bombarger
could not gain and DeWitt
Tigers
"Who was the greatest pitcher you started for Cleveland, where she was
Princeton attempted another for- kicked to Gardner on Harvard's 24 9; Princeton, 6.
ward pass but Gardner came through
In resuming play DeWitt punted ever batted against? inquired the to marry Harvey Marmon,
a railline.
and caught the ball. It was Harvard's yard
without material gain and it was Har- writer of Sir Frederick.
roader. She stopped here enroute to
on
to
Pendleton
kicked
Felton
ball on Princeton's 35 yard line when
ball on Princeton's 32 yard
"Rube Waddell," replied Clarke. "He visit a sister, Mrs. Frank Dennis, and
Princeton's 12 yard line a punt of 78 vard's On
the game ended.
line.
a series of rushes, coupled had more speed than any pitcher I've was placed in smallpox quarantine.
Harvard and Princeton clashed to- yards. Pendleton was nailed without with
She was to have been married to
frequent penalties on Princeton ever faced. That goes for 'em all,
day in one of the most important foot gain, but S. Baker made two yards on for offside play, Harvard brought the from Amos Rusie down, and Big Amos Marmon the following Sunday, but
on
a quarterback run, Pendleton four
ball games of the season.
'ball to Princeton's four yard line. It was gome pitcher. Contrary to the
her release she changed her
The game started sharp at 2 o'clock a triple pass, and another two yards' was the fourth down.
drop-- ! general impression Rusie was not a mind and later returned to her MorBrickley
on
a
down
first
for
was
sufficient
with DeWitt kicking to Harvard on gain
ped back to the 13 yard line and sent speed merchant. I know a dozen big row County home. Today's marriage
Harvard's 15 yard line. The ball was Princeton's 20 yard line.
beautiful drop over the Princeton leaguers o Rusie's days who had more took place at the Marengo Methodist
'a
run back thirteen yards. Felton kickPendleton was hurled back for a
bar for the first score of the speed than Amos. The Indiana giant's Episcopal Church. Rev. F. A. Gilmore
goal
the
ended
with
lnsa
ed on the first down, out of bounds " ,7 and the nprind
game, Walker kicked off to the Har- - forte was his curve ball. He had lots officiated.
.on Princeton's 45 yard line.
imu m
1 yanj ,jne
Brickley dashed of smoke, but no such speed as WadBaker carried the ball on a wing 23 yard line.
the field for 16 yards before dell. I think Rube could shoot the TWO ARE KILLED
through
shift and made four yards. Waller
Score end of first Deriod:
;t,lie .,.
ball over the plate, faster than any
n aa uu utu.
ON A WARSHIP.
made three more and then Captain
Harvard, 0; Princeton, 0.
could not gain on line man who ever stood in the box. When
Norfalk, Va., Nov. 2. H. W. Horan
prjnCetoii
'
Pendleton made a first down on a
When play was resumed the ball
Felton kicked to Princeton's Waddell was fresh and strong he had and H. W. Cramer, two firemen on the
rush around Harvard's left end to went up in the air and Baker made a plunges.
15 yard ijne and Pendleton rushed it frightful speed. You couldn't follow battleship Vermont, were so badly
Harvard's 40 yard line.
fair catch on Princeton's 35 yard line. back 16 yards to Harvard's 44 yard the ball half the time. Lucky Rube scalded when the head of a boiler
On the next down there was holdThe ball
up and down line. On another variation of the had fine control or he would have blew out last night that they died tomade a lot of business for the under- day on the hospital ship Solace.
ing by Princeton and a 20 yard penal- the field, Brickley doing most of the shift, Walter made three yards.
Four others were injured but not so
ty sent the ball back into the Tigers' ground gaining for Harvard.
then kicked over the Harvard takers.
"I've never batted against Walter seriously.
On Princeton's 25 yard line for a goal line.
After an ineffectual rush
territory.
Johnson or Joe Wood. They tell me
A board of investigation has been
Baker carried the ball and made three third down, Brickley tried a goal from
that Johnson is a cannon ball pitcher ordered.
FIRST PERIOD.
yards. DeWitt kicked to Harvard's the field but missed.
On a fake forward pass formation,
and Wood runs Walter a close second
28 yard line and Hardwick carried it
The others hurt were R. M. Wagner,
Harvard 0; Princeton 0.
for the fast ball championship of the J. W. Newberry, M. W. Green and C.
back to Harvard's thirty-ninIllinois 0; Minesota 6.
yard Hardwick placed the ball on PrinceAmerican League. We've got a few K. Hoteling.
ton's five yard line for a first down.
line.
...
Missouri 0; Nebraska 0.
two
fast
made
0.
Later in the day R. M. Wagner,
through
pitchers in the National League.
Oklahoma
Brickley
yards
Kansas
a
0;
with
Harvard started rushing
Did you ever watch Hendrix of the another fireman, died from his inPurdue 7; Northwestern 6.
three yard gain by Captain Wendell center, but netted only a half a yard
on the next play, so firm was the
Pittsburgh team? Watch him next juries, making three victims as a re0.
Wisconsin
0;
to
Chicago
kicked
Felton
tackle.
through
time he hurls the leather at Robison sult of the explosion. ,
across
he
Princeton
line.
Then
pushed
Harvard
Freshmen
14;
Final:
24
line
on
Princeton's
Pendleton
yard
Few twirlers in the national can
Field.
for
a
the
line
followed
by
touchdown,
0.
Freshmen
prmcet0:i
where a fair catch was made, De.
shoot a ball over the pan faster than
COLUMBUS GIRL HEROINE.
a goal.
our men carried iiricKiey to
Witt was thrown back for a three yard
'
Hendrix."
room.
SECOND PERIOD.
loss and then, after fumbling the the locker
The ball was brought out to Har-- '
Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 2. The sinkWisconsin 6; Chicago 0.
pass, Waller made twelve yards vard's 20
of the Titanic in the Atlantic last
line
where
ing
MAY
Brickley
yard
COLONELS.
SELL
THE
0.
Ohio State 17; Case
around Harvard's right end. DeWitt
made four yards on a fake kick on
2. Chances of the Epring resulted in a romance in which
Nov.
Louisville,
7."
Purdue
6;
Northwestern
30
on
Harvard's
to
Hardwick
kicked
a pulnge through left tackle.
Loiusville baseball club changing a former Columbus society girl, now
Kansas 3; Oklahoma 0.
yard line and the ball was run back
On a forward pass Andrews hurled
hands before the opening of the 1913 residing in New York, is the heroine.
South Dakota 7; Michigan 0.
six yards.
the ball to Pendelton and the play
She was Mrs. Helen M. Newson,
sesason have caused some revival in
0.
13;
Illinois,
Minnesota,
Felton kicked to Pendleton on netted Princeton 30 yards. On
interest in the national pastime daughter of Mrs. R. L. Beckwith, and
the
Harvard
Freshmen
Final:
20 yard line
and the other forward pass, Wallter fell after
here. Tom Barker, attorney of the granddaughter of Mrs. William Mony-pen0.
Princeton caDtain dodged six Har-- ! catching the ball but recovered his Princeton Freshmen
of this city. She resides with
local ball team, has been smoked out,
THIRD PERIOD.
vard forwards before he was downed footing and dropped over the goal line.
mother at 100 Riverside drive in
her
week
a
statement
in
this
and
that
said
6.
Princeton
Harvard
9;
kick
on the Tiger's 37 yard line. Bradley Harvard blocked Pendleton's
local business men are trying to get New York.
no goal
Wisconsin, 13; Chicago, 0.
took Wendell's place at full back for out after the touchdown, so
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PROF.

MARVEL.

The Eminent World Famed Palmist
and Astrologist.
Without asking a question this
strangely gifted man reads your life
by a science as unerring as the law
of gravitation. He tells you your talents and short comings, tells you what
you came for, tells you when and
whom you are going to marry; in fact,
everything.
If you are sick, he will, without asking questions and annoying examinations, tell you the nature and the
cause of your disease and show you
the way to perfect health and happiness.
101 SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
Opposite the Cathedral.
SHERMAN
IS LAID TO REST TODAY.

PS8 one).

(Continujad, front

;

marked by all the qualities which go
to make up the ideal American. His
public and private career constitute;
a type for the emulation of genera-- '
tions yet unborn. Vice President
Sherman's funeral occurs today in his
home city, Utica, New York, at two
o'clock. In recognition of his high
public service and in respect to his
memory an adjournment of this court
will now be taken until Monday morning at ten o'clock."
The forestry offices in the county
court house and all of the; offices at
the federal building were closed today out of respect to the late
and signs were posted on
the doors to that effect.

Mrs. A. Grove, 1145 Daltbn Ave.,
Wichita, Kas., states: "I suffered
with kidney trouble, with severe pain
across my back and felt miserable
and all tired out, but after taking
Foley Kidney Pills for a few days, the
MORE MONEY
pain left my back and I felt full of life
THAN BEFORE and
activity. Gladly do I recommend
Foley Kidney Pills to all whom have
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2. Law- kidney trouble." For sale by all drugrence O. Murray, comptroller of the gists.
currency today issued a statement-indicatinthat the resources of the
banks in the United States national,
state and private, are the highest in
history.
According to reports of their conditions on June 14, the comptroller
announced 25,000 of the 29,000 banks
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, J9I2 1
in the country shows aggregate re'
1
sources of $24,956,000, an increase of
$1,324,000 over the resources of 24,000
1
banks in 1911.
total
The
individual deposits
In Their
Tour
amounted to $17,012,000,000, an inTBE COMPANY INCLUDES
crease of $1,105,700,000.

j Elk's Theatre,!
I

l

BYRON'S

TROUBADOURS
Trans-Continent-

GRAND

TROUBADOURS'

SCOTCH WHISKEY
PREFERABLE TO
SCOTCH WOMEN

OR- -

CHE3TRA.
(f SAXAPHONE

QUARTET AND

QUINTET.
VOCAL

s

DUETTS,

SOLOS,

TRIOS.
$ QUARTETTE

f

AND CHORUS- -

i

fI

S- Washington, D. C, Nov. 2. Scotch
AND a
TRIO VIOLIN, 'CELLO
farmers, husbands and lovers, memHARP.
bers of St. Andrews society of the
District of Columbia, are practically
THE BYRONDOLIN.
in hiding today as a result of their a)
(Four persons playing on one
instrument. Used only by this
decision last night to abolish women
(
from their official banquet because j company.)
Piano Soloist, Tenor Soloist,
their presence would necessitate the
Violin Soloist, Cornet Soloist, d
absence of Scotch whiskey at the func- k
tion. Indignant Scotch women are
Saxaphone Duettists.
And the Following Instruments:
threatening reprisals. The vote for
whiskey as against women was virtuClarinet,
Trombone,
Trap
ally unanimous and was taken after a
Drums, Orchestra Bells, Harp,
heated discussion at the annual elecMandolin,
Mandola,
Guitar, )
tion of the organization.
Ukalele (Hawaiian Instrument),
'
'Cello, Contra Bass, Tenor, Alto
U and Soprano Saxaphones.
BLOOD OF DAUGHTER.
Fremont, Ohio ISov. 2. Five ounces
Price, 50c, 75c and $1.00
of blood were taken from the arm of
Seats on Sale at Fischer s Drug Store.
strong and healthy seventeen-year-ol?
Lucy Theren today and injected into
the almost lifeless form of her mother
a last resort to save the woman's
'

I

I

I

&

J

i

d

a-- s

life.
WILLIAM FARAH
The transfusion of blood was resorted to when it was believed the mother j
was dying from the effects of hem-

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

orrhages following an operation, during which she lost quantities of blood.
Her pulse had nearly stopped.
Tonight it was stated the woman
had a chance to live.
.

LABOR LEADERS WERE
REALLY PEACE MAKERS.
Salem, Mass., Nov. 2. Beginning
the defense today of Joseph J. Ettor,

Arturo Ciovannitti, and Joseph

,Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of

ILe nip's

Ulass of California Wine will

I
A

so, in their trial on charge of murdering Anna Lopizzo during the Lawrence textile strike, Edward Riley, the
first witness, a member of the strike

ti

X

X

X

HE ESCAPED FROM PRISON
ONLY TO GET MARRIED.
X
X
Chicago, 111., Nov. 2. Elmer
X Lewis, an escaped federal prison- er, who crawled five blocks
iron sewer
X through a fifteen-incX pipe, to get free and be married,
X was started back to Fort Leaven- X worth penitentiary in care of
X detectives, - after
having been
X taken from his bride early this
X morning.
h

3fc

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXX

blood in your veins !
put
.. .
t Al T I llLl l.

will make you forget your
troubles I

Caru-

committee, declared that the leaders
never advised violent action. The
witness testified that Ettor and
urged the strikers not to start
any trouble with the police or sol-- ,
diers and to keep away from the
"
ir
m'lls.

Beer will kill your

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

IMPORTED
j

and DOMESTIC
255

San Francisco St.

flfiAPS
Phone 239 W

Pope Motor Cycle
4 Horse Power

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported
Magneto.
with trouble
without

adoubt
Motorcycle
left at tbe factory.

LIGHT 8ILKNT AND REL1ABLK.

PASH BROS;, Agts.,

SantaP
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Incorporated

1856

Here We
Are,

J

1903

SOCIETY.

FE

SANTA

The ladies who wish to work in the
Civics and Philanthropy
department
of the Woman's club are asked to
meet in the high school auditorium
at three o'clock Monday afternoon.

at dawn, ail.t.'d l n wreel: siruv.liiitf
LAKE STEAMER
under the crash's of the KiiHit
SINKS WITH ALL
u Inr.ii
Iiit in. threu
BUT FOUR ABOARD jto send her ashore in bits. The tail

LADIES!

TO

You Will

FIFTY

comb-&r,- !

:j

Find the

e'M--

!end of lnr? nigl'.i'n Kale, still traveling
During a storm at S(l miles an hour, kept the wreck
a.
tin- steamer Cecilia, w hich shrouded most of Lie time behind
Styles In
but.
and
of
curtain
spray,
wav,
r
'plied between Montreal and Valley
s
the life savers could
Field, was burled on the rocks and through glass's
e
AT
two
si
forms,
evidently men, lashELKS' DANCE
'sank at Isle lYrrni, in Lake St. l,oui:i. ed high on the masts of the ship,
deof
The
Klks
series
their
began
THE FINEST LINE OF
west. At least sixteen peo- - which were
stooping under every asW. LINDHARDT,:: ileen miles
lithtful monthly dances last Wednes-were drowned, the lost compris
sea. lielow them no huof
the
sault
WHO
FRESIDE
new MEN AND WOMEN
day iUBht when tho attractive
ing men, women and children. Only man being could live.
DRESS GOODS
LADIES' SUITINGS,
125
Palace Ave.
heme was thrown open to the Klks
four passengers were saved, all men.
OF YOUTH
OVER THE TRAINING
Life savers could not even launch
!ar.d their wives and friends.
The cries of lie people in the water
EVER SHOWN IN SANTA FE.
boat in tint heavy surf, which poiind-e- d
a
attracted the attention of Alexander
An informal reception took place'
RELIGION
Of ITS
REGARDLESS
down on the beach and the best,
mmarnm'. in' vjb.1i mi :nn:
'" nr Leonard, a fanner win put out in a
Let us show you the beautiful Broadcloth Suitings in the
from f::!0 to nine o'clock in the hand-- i
that could lie done was to shoot out u
WILL
REPRESENT
RACE
OR
THIS
small
floor.
on
first
room
the
boat
and
a
;scme living
picked ip the four line. From the shorn the two
new colors. You will find them pleasing,
TO
figures
At nine the dancing began in the!
t clingin
to tile wreckage.
COUNTY
AT NEW
AND
CITY
and they work up handsomely.
lushed in the rigging could be seen
beautiful chapter room and continued
LASHED TO THE RIGGING.
to move, but they did not grasp the
until the early morning hours. Mor-EDUCATIONAL
MEXICO
ASSOCNorfolk, Va Nov. L'. With two of line which repeatedly was shot within
their
orchestra
very
played
jrison's
yi her crew lashed to the rigging anil .their reach. It appeared that the two
best and livliest music and, of course,
U
IATION CONVENTION
immenFIT AND QUALITY
y others undoubtedly lost, an unknow n survivors w ere so weakened that they
everyone enjoyed themselves
schooner lies today stranded,
could not take the aid sent out to
GUARANTEED
sely, and thanked the Elks for their
a
will
take
Fe
AND THE TWO TONE TWILLS
Santa
S
prominent
quarters of a mile southeast, of the tin ni.
lurs.
uianny
gracious hospitality,
new inlet life saving station, being
was hostess assisted by a number of part in the New Mexico Educational g AfterilOOfl ail(l EvCllin? G0Wf1S
The wrecked schooner later was
in colors to work up with anything.
Association convention in Albmiuerque ;n a . CnprfaltV
B battered to pieces in a thin
local society ladies.
fiirmrllt
Marfp
identilied as the three masted John
'
next week. Both the city and county
Kale.
Lines have been shot from Maxwell of New York. The Maxwell,
m
uul " f'luiciuus much
' '"
plan to have a large attendance. There
shore over the ship, but the two men commanded by
Captain Godfrey, was
B
Desired.
will be five representatives from the
HALLOWEEN LUNCH
appeared to be too weak to seize tlieni. bound from Norfolk to Savamiu with
mmmmmammm
i nr'l in n
ul.tnu
o.initrl
....
tin,
was
hostess
Miss
supenn,
Florence
,
B
,.x..w.,....
u:
Spitz
mi In many new shades and styles.
int- mii
iiiusi nave oeeu cangni a cargo of coal.
Tuesday at a charming luncheon giv- - tendent, the assistant superintendent y Designs. Samnles and Mens.
and
driven
upon the reel's by the
One of the men in the rigging of
the
en in honor of Miss Dorothy Meyers and chief clerk of
department of n urement Blanks Furnished K terrible
gale that swept the const the schooner, struck by a mountainAn J above all the strictly swel 1 one-pric- e
of Gallup. The Halloween idea was tuucaiion; allot the city teachers will u on
requet. Box V 2 or East
about Hatteras last night and tried ous wave, dropped into the ocean and
s
carried out very effectively in all the alto go as the city board of
Side Plaza.
the resistance of heavier craft. Many
and dainty appointments t ion is paying their car tare.
The
DRESSES FOR AFTERNOON and EVENING WEAR
perished. His sole surviving mate,
other small ships must also have
for the table. The place cards were, Santa Fe High school will send a
almost
dead from exhaustion, still
THE W. H. GOEBEL CO.
old witches riding a broom, .lack O delegation of twelve singers to chant
clung to the rigging. The schooner
Lantern candle shades smiled from before Dr. Jordan delivers his address
mt.mwmmm m. warn m. m nM The lookout of th New Inlet Life ' was being pounded to pieces. The
each corner of the table and yellow Wednesday. There will be a dozen
iving Station, patrolling the beach schooner carried a crew of six.
hobgoblins were favors at the plate, county teachers headed by Professor
V.
A huge hollowed out pumpkin served!.!.
Conway, county school
School of Dancing & DeportmenT)
a bowl for a mass of yellow crys- - tendent. Then there will be twelve
Mrs. Test's Classes in Fireman's Hall
anthemums in the center of the table. mul'B teachers representing the U. S.
Those present besides the hostess Indian Industrial school and other Inciuss lupins Silt ()ni. 2it. p ni.
Children's
Hiuli School Muiinc-i- Snt. del. SH, p. in
and the guest of honor were .Miss dian schools throughout the country.
CliiM.
Fricluv. Nov. 1st. 8 to p. in'
Adult
Edith Perrenot, Miss Margaret Par- This is the first time the Indian de
Assemlilv. l'Tidiiy. Nov 1st. to i.:J0 u. in
of
I
education
in
has
been
partment
1'rivnte
Lessons,
I'ut.ey l);mcinj TiiukIH
ker, Miss Lucy Grylga, Miss LNelliie
BANK &
vited to attend one of these state w
Harrison, 'lKs.Jate Mueller and Miss
educational conventions and the de
Ruth Laiignlln.
partment of the interior has arranged we" Pleas('(1 thai lie left Old Mexico;
for the teachers to take the trip. The several months ago before the hostili-- ;
MUTT AND JEFF HERE inattor of Ipdian education will receive lies became "embarrassing not to say10 DAYS.
Yes they were, they were up at Al special attention during the con ven-- perilous." to use the words of Vicchaving a "section'' all to itself. Consul Roberts now at Chihuahua,
Does
jfred Rolls' party Thursday night and "on,
st- Michael's College will be repre-Col- .
they had a mighty good timef too.
George W. Prichard is in Albu- sented
Ven.
Brother
by
home
for
at
felt
Kdwurd,
the
Foxy
They
perfectly
querque where he will deliver an
was there and the Newly weds director, and one or two other Christ-- dress before the progressive meeting
Your Patronage Solicited
'and the Katzen jammer Kids and even ia" brothers. The Allison
Mission tonight.
John B. McManus,
superintendent
iHappy Hooligan come out to enjoy school will also have delegates in
himself. All these funny paper char-- j Rev- ancl Mrs. Schaub at the head of of the New Mexico penitentiary, has
CashierE.
W.
M B. LAUGHLIN, President.
GRIFFIN,
acters were masked and it was very tne school. The new Woman's Club! gene to his home in
Albuquerque
hard to find out just who Mutt might of Santa Fe, represented by Mrs. J. 'where he will remain until after elec-W- .
J. B. LAMY,
Mayes, will take part in the con- - tion.
have been at school
that morning.
There were twenty masked characters vention.
revy has been seriously ill
WHEN THEY LEAVE.
land it was a long time before even
for the past week at his home on
. . . . . (Alfred had them all "spotted."
Many of the teachers will go down Grant avenue, but is reported out of
After the maska were off they
j.uUiij anernoon danger louay. ne is uiiuer me cait;
vv
played Halloween games and bobbed hile others ill wait over in Santa of Dr. J. 13. Sloan.
1 for apples and ended up with a livelv , t0.,!1P.ar e,ecti?" rpU'''i's, leaving Jail s s Black 011(! of the oweers
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CD.
W ednesday.
It is estimated that of
T dance. They will remember Alfred's
.vlbuouernue Herald and a weil
ver
wl11
leave Sall,a Fe 011 Tues- kmnvn
"fty
Halloween party, and the fun they
,nySpaperman, was here
ay r Wedesday, almost a sufficient
for a long time to come.
on business. He returned to
:terday
number to warrant the chartering of lhe Duke
City last night.
a private car.
FIRST-CLASCounty Schooi superintendent J. V.
S
REAL ESTATE
ON
SUNMOUNT SPOOKS
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Not Overlook the Quality

Parlor Suits, Sofas and
Rocking ChairsJ
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Vegas.

Local
and Manager 3 91
Just as well as quantity, the quality Meeting, Secretary
John Milne, Albuquerque.
of every article sold by us must be
right and our guarantee goes with
every purchase. If not right, let us
know and you get your money back.

!
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PERSONALS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Can We Do Anything
More

Fair!

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON OASPER ST.

Can You Really Ask
the Ptst
or Expect More?

If you use embossed stationery, you
live paper makes a live town. can do no
better than place your orWe ere aiakln" a live paper. Read It.
der with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 strictly up to date.
A

MONEY SEND BY RETURN MAIT.
SMELTING & REFIMrVG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

PHILA.
863

CO.

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
TO

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

DENTISTS

We will buy youi Oold Fillings. Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

New Mexican
bring returns.

want

Walter G. Taber, a business
Glorleta, is in the city.
Attorney Frank Lavau was
or to Albuquerque yesterday.
Eugenio Romero, treasurer
Miguel county, is here from

gas.

Telephone 9 W

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
pi'ld for old Gold, Silver,
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Jewelry and Precious Stones.
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We have just unloaded another car
Albert Clancy has returned from the
of the celebrated Boss Patent Flour. Duke City.
Mark Levy, of Albuquerque, is here
You know the quality of that brand
City Property, Farms,
is not excelled and equalled by, well visiting his brother, Jacob Levy, who
is
Ranches, Orchards
ill.
we have yet to see its equal.
quite
Marcos C. de Baca, progressive canLand Qrants, Etc!
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Of
looking over the political situation.
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at Los Lanitos (little plains) camGO paigning for the republican
H, S. KAUNE
Telephone 194 W., Room U
ticket.
H. A. Howell, until the last few
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
a resident of Guadalajara, Old
"
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Mexico, is visiting Captain and Mrs.
- NEW MEXICO
for Safe Qualify,
Fred Fornoff. Mr. Howell, says be is. SANTA FF.
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"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and '
,t
we carry two desirable patterns, the
,
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JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
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the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
Time

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.

Editor
Associate Editor

Glddlngs
William F. Brogan

Season Now Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it. Now is the
time. Send for illustrated Booklet.
VALLEY RANCH, N. M.
THE VALLEY RANCH,
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DHy, psr ytr! by mall
Oally, U mantha, by mall
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Viejcc. Uncle Tom?

Another matter important at this
hunting season time is the matter of
licenses.
I happened to hear during the last
few days, a little conversation here
and there, and gathered the Impres- 8ion that our hunters were willing to
pay if all paid, but .hey did not care
t0 appear in the character of the
goatj ana a0 jt all.
thfi nnfiUinn is correct. If
nf .,
th(j ljofmse ,aw ,g gof)d for any lt-d f
a and Bnould be enforced!
.
agajnst any or against none. This is
&
matter that ls up to the game ae.
uartment
Xew Mexico must not lose its repu- tation as a game state It is one of
our assets, and a big one. Vigilance
is the first law in game protection, and
scheme of restocklug both on

Following our suggestion a few
ago about the speed limit and
days
de San! the desnerate necessity
El Chanate del Condado
of getting
Que no?
Miguel.
across the garden plot, corner of
Grant and lower Palace avenue, wittij
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana flU possjble naBtC) professors Wagner
yield for a question?
antl 0ugee repaired the broken fence;
surrounding this little square.
down again.
Don't you favor a 1.1VIXO wage tor
ThifJ mornlng lt-BUSINESS OFFICE 31 VV EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J any MAN willing to work for it.
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Do you think "Honest Politics"
leving pedestrians? is it just to show
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.
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Do you believe
giving
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dread.
in
superstitious
losing their power to hold us
the
fellow just as square a deal as
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We are learning to look at the real live issues with open eyes and open
ruts BIG fellow?
'going on to the corner?
minds, and no loimer blindly and aimlessly to troop along in party
'
.
I am free to confess 1 do no kno v.
at the heels of politicians.
Do you APPROVE of throwing Ab.
.
social
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th
ami, nchan
We are at last awakening to the vital fact that, the world over,
elino Romero out of the nrst state
from
than
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senate without a trial?
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.
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v
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;
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Are you afraid of the future
TELLS THE WHOLE STORY.
of ground is under charge of the board
can abstractions.
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Meanwhile, precious industrial and commercial rights were being secretly Mr. Taft and Mr. Jaffa are not elec- of education.
To say that Foley Honey and Tar
and steadily stolen from us.
It was seen fit, and wisely I think, Compound is the best for children and
ted?
To this condition we have been greatly helped by the happy circumto make of it a garden last summer, grown persons and contains no opiates
stances surrounding the early conquest of the continent. The deep, rich soil
ll
for the school children. It did them tells only part of the tale. The whole
" 111! ui tl MUU
rii tliii.l.-which once offered free homes to the industrious, and tratioii"
of our wide domain,
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effect
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a
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And now, with the same conditions
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and injure it. The fact that this
of the world, we begin to wonder that our "free institutions" seem to have
is done at a time when no one
lost their charm.
Bees it and by those who do not ap-- I
PALACE.
We are learning at last that the citizen may enjoy security (JC free speech,
parently wish to be discovered, is
the
of
cover
under
be
robbed
outrageously
T. Gregg, City.
Fred
free religion and a vote, and still
in
are
prima facie evidence that they
law.
Eugenio Romero, Las Vegas.
the wrong.
H. L. Stelzer, Albuquerque.
We are learning that changing conditions bring us problems of our own
a
to
for
Let
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desire
give
speed
James S. Black, Albuquerque.
as grave as those which confronted our fathers, that our highest civic duty
desire to be decent and law abiding.
Carl L. Winberg, Auburn, Indiana,.
is in dealing with the commercial and industrial wrongs of today as patriotthe political wrongs of their
A. P. Munster, New York.
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and
Xew
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B. F. Seggerson, City.
as were those declared in the immortal document or int.
those adjacent to Santa Fe, we have
C. Randolph Brown, Denver.
Of the quickening public spirit there is coming a new statesmanship
the
some of us overlooked
Valley
W B. Bigby, City.
one that deals with the vital problems of today and the day before.
Ranch. Sometimes I wonder if it is
o
E. O'Neal, Los Angeles.
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than
distance
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"Is it not advisable," said Mr. John Wanamaker on behalf of Mr. Taft a r.nHnfir "in I am olad til nit vere fur!'e. seems to me
H B. Cullner, Kansas City.
to
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bound
that it
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look around for
they air no place thet I hev liked no
Edward W. Watters, Topeka, Kans.
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very
the
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working people
more then Santy Fee although they
sure footing, for four years, for the good
the most attractive points found
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Santa Fe, but, indeed,
That sounds very stale and looks exceedingly threadbare to the average Fet in this yere state whut I never not only aboutwest.
R. H. Maxwell, City.
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America's
crisis
political
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hunt-ireader in the present great
knewtd much ov befur went a
S. A. Mellon, Pittsbivg. Pa.
I do not believe that it is realized
The working people are not so sure of their "footing" as John Wanasubskriptshuns fur mistur Cutting.
Hugh A. Cooper, Albuquerque.
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that
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maker is of his.
I hev met a hull
lot of peepul thct I by very many
J.
Lester, Albuquerque.
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Valley Ranch has 25 cottages, each
As the Taft adherents plead prosperity and sure l'ootedness
did not know wus yere befur I went pninnnort
Bess Phillips, Denver.
with a hath TnnHt charmine- mon citizen cannot forget little incidents of recent political history.
El Paso.
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on thet trip. They air a lot of hustlin ,
,ocatedi surroded by fields and! J. E. Martinez,
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what
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Charles Dunfee, Hammonton, X.
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I
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a
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asked
me,
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of
as
the
president
Neither can the common citizen forget the answer,
CORONADO.
they cud not bild no towns en thet guests gather in a big dining room in
the United States threw up his hands in a gesture of desperation and ans yu
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watur gold darn et but they the central point on this beautiful
EUROPEAN.
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J. AV. Smith, Terrell, Texas.
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of money

It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations- with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,

or mountain quail, but the supply will
have to be augmented from time to
time to keep up with the demand.

-

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO,

PROPRIETOR.
OF

MANUFACTURER

Balieta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19 Don
Caspar Avenue.

j

PALACE
THE
SANTA FE, N. M.

j

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.

e

111 i 11 !W-

iuht,

UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

AMERICAN

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

n

y

j

:

n

j

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

J

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

j
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How About

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

--

Then Act

COMPAN

MOULTON-ESP- E

SANTA

GENERAL AGENTS.

V

FE, N.
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I
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'

'
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HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
of Pittsburg, l'a writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.

for
INS. CO.

giffig!&Jg&' ul

The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
billiy, Plate Cllass and Automobtle insurance.
wntinK all forms or Surety
The Equitable Surety Company of St. Louis, Mo.,
ana fidelity lionus.
KOOM 21, CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS

HALL & HALL

BANK BLDU.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

i

'

e

i

'

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

w

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
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tbe beautiful Pecos

work throughout the entire

sup-wh- o

J

In

Valley. 3,700 feet above sealeyel,
sunshine every day. Ooen air

1

I

ses-

Conditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere tn America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, ail
graduates from standard Ea stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
1. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
p For particulars and illustrated cata-

logue, address,

C0L.JAS.W.WlLLS0N,Supt.

I

I

SATURDAY,

NOVEMBE

1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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TOE POPULAR

I

Concerning the Troubadours who
are to appear at the Elks' theater
'next .Monday night it in interesting
to know that during the past twelve
years this company lias played in
the largest churches and auditoriums
of all the leading cities, that they
have held the hoards as headline at- tractions of the big Chautauquas and
Lyceum courses, that each member of
the company plays a number of in- jstrtiments and all are finished unisi-- ;
clans of our leading conservatories,
that programs are given in costume:
and playing is. done upon twenty or1
more of the finest instruments that
money can purchase, thai some of the
instruments used were invented by
and used exclusively by The Trouba-- :
dours, that their repertoire is by far
the most extensive of any company of
artists now before the public and
ranges from lighter and popular to!
grand opera selections.
That vocal selections in all eombi- nations are given, Including quar- tettes, choruses, songs in h'nglish,
German, Spanish, French, ; as well as
some of their own compositions: that
;uey play and Bing some ol the most
classical and dilficmt compositions by
our music masters, stamping them by
critics as artists and musicians, but
that in the main popular selections
are given just what the public IMOst
desires.
Of this company, the .Mendota, 111.,
Bulletin, says:
"Last evening the ISyron Trouha- dours, seven wonderfully talented artists, gave our people a concert that
is rarely heard these days.
lOncore
after encore greeted them, until ev- ery number became a double number.
The music, vocal and instrumental,
was fresh and breezy, yet in good
form, pure and elevating."
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Pure

Wholesome

Reliable

Indispensable

Its fame is world-widIts superiority unquestioned. Its use is a protection against
alum food. In buying baking powder examine the label carefully and be sure the
powder is made from cream of tartar.
Other kinds do not make the food healthful.
e.
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FURNISHED

on

or

to M. A. Ortiz,

Reg-

new.

or rooms, modmorn-

Woman to take; charge
as head waitress. Must
.speak English. Coronado Restaurant.
WANTKI)

of

be a convenience and

Made with nickel trimmings
(plain steel or enameled turq-

ROOM

OS

O. (J

furnished

Jloi::;e:s

.pply

ern, near I'alace hotel. Call
ings. Inquire at New .Mexican.

countless ways in which
one of these heaters would

J .W

(10x240 feel.

Fori SALK National Cash
ister two drawers practically
O. C. Watson & Co.

but there are

milk-wago- n,

t Co.

unfurnished,

little heater to his own
particular needs.
You may not drive a

jtPi

two story resid'n"e

Palace avenue. Lot

on cold davs

adapted this wonderful

S
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,asr!c. jrrrtr

J
FOR S AI.K Household goods.
Lou Caspar. Must be sold at once.

with a Perfection Oil
Heater.
He makes his rounds
in comfort. Zero weather doesn't bother him.
This

Ft
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FOR SALE A good
milch
Plume uishop's ranch, 2;;o W.

writes us that he warms his

j

j
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XT..

Furnished rooms and board, corner
Palace and Lincoln avenues.
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j

M M W

dining-roo-

TO TiL'V A cooking
WANTKI)
range not smaller than six hole and
in good condition, Address "C" this

comfort to you in your
uoise-blue
drums). Ornamental. Inexpensive. Lasts home. You can adapt it to
for years. Easily moved from
your own requirements.
place to place.

oflice.
KOI!

At Dealer Everywhere.

RENT

.Modern

house,

.3

rooms and bath, with large ward, new
range, tine location. Oeo.'M. Kinsell,
Phone ::,", W.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Dnvr, Puvblo, Albuquerque,
Cheyvnoo, Butte, Bol. Salt Laka City.

HOW THE ELECTION LOOKS
ON THE EVE OF BoHTTLE

SALESMEN to call on grocers, confectioners, general stores. $100
and expenses; yearly contract. Manager, IT S. Main street, St. Louis, Mo.

FEMALE

H ELF
MaWANTED
will pay you $10(1.00 for your
spare time between now and Xinas
introducing my sanitary belts and
(By Gilson Gardner.)
and in most of the states aprons to women. Mary Short, 400
, majority
Washington, I). ('., Nov. 2. On the west of the .Mississippi river the odds t Caxton Illdg., Chicago.
eve of election and at the end of one strongly favor Roosevelt.
This it
the most remarkable campaigns in normally his territory. This year hi
WANTED traveling men who are
of
CHURCH.
CATHEDRAL
ppear to be must, of course, carry it with t lies making small towns and cross roa i
1st Mass at 6:30 a. m. 2nd Mass at history, the following
9 :?,), sermon in English.
handicap of being a new party candi-- stores to handle our new and
Ilrd Mass outlined facts:
The race is between Roosevelt
and having a certain percentage l!il,r" pocket side line. Pays a com-:o- f
at Id: SO, sermon in Spanish.
Wilson.
the
to Tuff lint mission of $4.00 per order. A winner.
was
ISO
Romedies
republican vote
m.
At (I:
October devotions.
p.
day morning Alogio
address O. A.
Taft is out of it. J lis popular vote ;his hold on the country is so strong; For full particulars
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
shot in the breast and badly wounded
with a
revolver tired by
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass will be very light and his vote in the that he will probably carry most of ""'lison. Mgr. 2ln Sigel St., Chicago,
this territory against tills handicap.
Andreas Chaves. The ball entered his 9:30 a. m. Sermon In Spanish and electoral college will not exceed 30.
Wilson is morally certain of ap-- l
Listing the states which are either
right breast from an angle, going a English.
TYPEWRITER5.
proximately 200 votes in the electoia! Roosevelt states, or more likely to go
WHAT WE MAKE IT.
had to replace and pump up seven space of probably eight inches, andj CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
. fl college.
him
for
for
than
Some people came here when lots tires, and if he had not had an air coming out on the side. A rib was
Roosevelt's
Wilson,
Services Sunday, November
Roosevelt, is morally certain of ap- - column appears something like this: platens furnished. Ribbons and supcould be had very cheaply and have pump attached to his engine there is splintered by the shot, making the (22nd Sunday after Trinity).
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchange,
vot.es in the electoral
8 a. ni. Holy Communion
California,
never acquired a place on which to no telling when he would have got wound a serious one.
Colorado,
and ser- - proximately 1
Connecticut, and rented. Standard makes handled.
MichRomedies was immediately placed mon, "The Holy Eucharist. 9:15 a.jC0"(-Se- .
Illinois,
erect a home. Others came and are here. The ginx still pursues him, alIdaho,
Indiana, Kansas,
All repair work and typewriters guarEither Roosevelt or Wilson is quite igan, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ore- - anteed.
now comfortably situated. In general, though he is putting more work and under arrest by Sheriff J. S. Duran, m. Sunday school and Bible class. 11
ExSanta Fe Typiwriter
at-'in. Holy Communion and sermon on certain to get enough votes to make gon. Pennsylvania,
life is what we make it, and the care on his tires than ever, and says who happened to be at the yard
South Dakota, change. Phone 231. '
p. m. up the 266 required to elect, so the Washington,
West Virginia. Total
shiftless are so from choice. The that he is afraid to leave town with- tending to shipping sheep, and given 'one of our lord's Parables.
HAVE YOF ability as a salesman?
grasshopper gets along pretty well in out having a trouble car along with a preliminary hearing before Justice Holy Baptism. ( Instructions before election is not likely to be thrown in electoral vote, 175.
confirmation, and also the evening to congress.
In the above list there are of course We have an excellent opportunity for
the summer, but it's all up with him him. The ginx got after the sheriff C. A. Weideman.
Which candidate will win will be states claimed by Wilson's managers, a live,
The testimony seemed to show that serices will begin on the first ot l)e-on. Artesia because he had no New Mexico numcomes
when winter
energetic lady or gentleman to
determined by the "silent vote'' a and it is quite possible some of them make from $150 to $300 per month in
ber plate on his machine. Lordsburg there were no serious differences be-- ; cember).
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This "silent vote" is the most not-- and judging by what appear to be Stales. Address at once The AuMAYBE,
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overindulgence in liquor. Chaves wasj'-'loriHymn "Rock of Ages"
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Boyce. erywhere it is found.
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Wilson's Solid South plus New York to the land above
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Organist Miss Elizabeth Brown.
described, before
That is why New York and some and a state or two outside would
Mr. Van Hen is certainly a f )nd let to T. A. Stancliffe & Sons of Lake
Directress Mrs. E. F. Coard.
knife, which struck him in the right
or Receiver, U. S. Land Ofgive
Register
New England states are properly him the required electoral vote. As- - fice, at Santa
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
eye. Dr. Crocker was summoned, but bootter and Taos valley would give Arthur, one of the best well drilling
Fe, New Mexico, on the
the extent of injury could not be dis him a hearty welcome by enrolling firms of the valley.
22d day of November, 1912.
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of let on the resources of our county and and will all be covered with good t in.
they knew about that mysterious,
lately. In fact a representative
on hm i ai.,n0t
prayer
services
become
will
due
which
June
notes,
In
element of the electorate in sure cure for coughs and cols. I have
one of the big companies said to be bring these facts to the notice of the
'
,:4used it myself and have recommended
1, 1914, and will be collected at that
"u"evenlng
nia
the
indicate
a
bi
whose
polls
contemhands
the outcome rests.
east
who
are
over
was
back
at
farmers
$50,000,000
RICE CHAPEL A, M. E. CHURCH,
capitalized
it to others who have since told me of
if
at
time
the
Tannehills
have
that
present and witnessed the big exhibi- plating a change. Our great need is
Ul,rlng the building of our church,
of'
its great curative power in diseases
a
of
time
distance
within
six
miles
tion when the Advocate man saw the more real farmers, especially those
Bervice'8 wil1 be hel(I
the old Metn"
"Go Forward."
of the throat and lungs." For sale by
WOMAN SAVED GIRL'S LIFE.
Brown well spout oil and gas last with some capital and better still with Roswell an oil well with a capacity- odist cl"rch on lower Sun Francisco Subject:
all druggists.
Thursday evening at S the Douglas
week. And, we admit that we felt capital and experience in irrigating. of fifty barrels per day. Roswell Rec- street.
Chicago, Nov. 2. Mrs. James K.
meets.
nt.,i
Lyceum
.
..
I
somewhat flattered when he admitted As high as $400 per acre has been
sent ner new $:ioo electric
Sunday services:
Friday evening at S prayer meeting.!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
after reading our article about the realized on small irrigation tracts.
11 a. m.
cai" int the curbstone and wrecked it,
are made welcome.
Worship and prayer.
Notice
is hereby given that Pablo
Strangers
S.
Chas.
146
Hast2nd
E.
St.
Hedge,
show that we had told it about as it Many would jump at the chance to
12:15 Bible school.
but s"e saved the life of a little girl Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
H. B. PERRY, Pastor,
occurred. Artesia Advocate.
buy these cheap lands if they but ings, Nebr., writes: "I have been
who had fallen in front of the who, on March 5, 1909, made Home7:45 p. m Worship with sermon.
ST. JOHN'S METHODIST.
knew its possibilities. This is one troubled with severe pains in my
You are welcome to worship at the niachine.
stead Application No.
for
back
and
and
the
were
kidneys
NOT TALKING NOW.
pains
of the objects of the Torrance County
Methodist church tomorrow at any of
S.
SYV.
and Lot 3, Section 5,
Sheriff McGrath has always main- Development association. Come out especially severe in the morning. I
the following hours: 9:45 Sabbath
Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
tained that if a user of the motor car to the meeting held here next Mon- have used three boxes of your Foley
school opens, be on time. 11 a. m.
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
enand
Pills
the
have
of
care
his
machine
Kidney
took proper
pains
and day give the association your supnotice
of intention to make
Junior
at
final
morning
worship.
League
I
now
me.
left
feel
as well as
watched his tires closely, keeping port and attend the meeting. Would tirely
3 p. m.
Epworth League at 6:30 p.
proof, to establish claim to the land
them in condition he would never you help if you knew your farm would ever. For sale by all druggists.
m. Topic: "A Blind Beggar," andj
above described, before Register and
have any serious trouble. He would double in value? By a concerted ef
The highest point of woman's hap- "One that was Deaf," the
the1
E
use
of
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
POSTCARD
CAUSES
ARREST.
laugh at the man who complained of fort on the part of every one this
piness is reached only through moth- - senses in the attainment of character. '
Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day ot
hard luck with his tires, telling him doubling would be done many times.
1912.
at 7:30, The pastor
December,
(Evening
worship
v
2.
Grone-meyeluck was an excuse for the lazy man.
St.
Nov.
Louis,
Henry
Moriarty Messenger.
niuiiu lie. a. Ilia. let tut; uiuluci-ujwill occupy the pulpit both morning
Claimant names
as
witnesses:
He has stopped talking about luck,
a contractor. 2S47 Chippewa be is often fearful of nature's ordeal
It's Your Inactive Liver and Florencio Sanchez, Noberto
S. Torres,
and evening. The
prayer
for the ginx has surely got him. On
ATTEMPTED KILLING.
Slreet, was placed under a $500 bond and shrinks from the suffering inci- service
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Bowels-Yo- u
will lie held at 7:10 Werlnes- Need Cas-caret- s
But for
bis last trip over from Silver City he
At the East Vaughn stockyards FrI-- Tuesday, following his arraignment be- - dent to its consummation.
Kennedy, New Mexico.
fore Special united States Commis nature's ills and discomforts nature day evening. Last Wednesday night
Sure.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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a
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nlost
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delightful
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Mother's
sioner W. W. Na" on a charge of send- provides remedies,
PIan t0 be witn us this coming Wed- Register.
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found
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to
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a
medicine
be
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to
Mrs.
card
ing
objectionable post
will be followed by the! Your're bilious, you have a throb-I- t
This
nesday.
to
value
mother.
great
expectant
every
L. Dorsh.
was
The card
mailed two
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
sensation in your head, a bad
is an emulsion for external! regular monthly meeting of the
a year after Gronemeyer
of the Interior, I". S.
That is the nature of Dr, Pierce's Favorite Prescription the one remedy (or years ago,
board.
Department
in
cial
busi-taste
There
is
of
your
mouth, your eyes burn,
application, composed
ingredients
important
married.
umce
at
hanra e'
aiex..
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Made
!
ness
be
sooth-from
women which contains no alcohol and no
native
which
'With
act
beneficial
and
skin
is
transacted and it is hoped your
drugs.
yellow with dark rings
Gronemeyer, who says he has real Ing effect on those portions of the every member will make an effort to under your eyes; your lips are;
r.
medicinal forest roots. Dr. Pierce tells its every ingredient on the
Notice is hereby given that Floren- Jt is intended to be present. "Righteousness exalteth parched. No wonder you feel ugly,
Prominent physicians and some of the best medical authorities endorse these estate valued at $15,000, did not system involved.
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a
reproach to any
of his extreme deafness, and after the inus relieve, in great part, the Suffer- - neoDle." James H Shimc
is full of bile not. nronerlv naoaoH nff
natn,.
peculiar to women.
No.
he
court
the
asked
attaches
we
moiner usually
ins lujuugu wuicu
and what you need is a cleaning up
mis is wnat airs, iieketti a. uoffev, or Longstroet, hearing
p j gy 14 1 0t8 a and G, Section
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Ky., says: "I feel it my duty to write and toll you what to tell him what happened to him.
inside. Don't continue being a bilious 0fol,Tow"ship
WHEN PRAYING
13 Nortii Pnnfre 'I
He declared .Mrs. Dorsh formerly Friend will repay any mother in th6
your medicines have dono for me. I was a groat sufferer
uo ,wu.Beii a,lu mose wno
Xew Mex 1)rin Meridian
ha8 filer!
for six years from a trouble peculiar to women, but I am was his fiancee. He is 45 years old. comfort it affords before, and the help,
St. Paul, Nov. 2. Mrs. Johanna Mc-- love you, and don't resort to harsh 110(ic( ot intention to
,
make
thankful to say, after taking four bottles of your ' Favorite The card was sent to the woman when ful restoration to health and strength
73 years old,
was burned to physics that irritate and injure. Re- to
ar
to
establish
claim
the
Proof,
y(
it
about
after
bothered
not
dreadful
with
air.
come3,
brings
baby
that
disease she lived at 42111 West Belle
Prescription I
death today while kneeling in front of member that most' disorders of the
above' described, before
place.
Mother's Friend
Register
any more. I fool like a new woman. When I first wroto
an
liver
altar
erected
near
and
her
intestines
be
bedside.
stomach,
can
U. S. Land Office, at
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is
Receiver,
for
sale
at
you for advice I only weighed 115 pounds now I welch 133.
$12 TIES Uf $1 CO, COO BUSINESS.
The
flames
cured
from
one
of
candles
the
with
quickly
by
New
on
genSanta
Fe,
morning
the 6th day
Mexico,
"I thank you very much for your kindness. You havo
drug
Write for our
ignited her clothing. The woman was tie, thorough Cascarets they work of December, 1912.
been as a father to mo in advising me what to do, so may
2.
Nov.
To
free
prebook for
dead whem members of the household while you sleep. A
Logansport, Ind.,
box from;
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ood bless you in svory effort you put forth for good.
moth
entered her room, having smelled your druggist wil keep your liver and
Pablo Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
"I hope this testimonial will bo the means of somo poor vent the sale of a $100,000 business expectant
because of a $12 debt, Federal Judge ers which contains much valuable smoke.
bowels clean; stomach sweet and Julian Garcia. HiDolito rcnihal. all of
suffering woman socking health.
Has. Coitey.
Landis of Chicago heard arguments information, and many suggestions oi
Mrs. McMann was a pioneer resident
your head clear for months. Children Kennedy, New Mexico.
edition, answers hosts at his old home a few hours after his a helpful nature.
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser, newly revised
of St. Paul, and was the aunt pf Rev. love to take Cascarets, because they
MANUEL R. OTERO,
which
to
or
married
about
know.
ought
of delicate questions
every woman, tingle
mother's funeral.
taste good and never gripe or sicken.
Father Cleary,
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SATURDAY,

It's easy money. The White House fumes is uniformly of the highest
next week will cut off 15
on all 'quality. Get them at Zook's.
r
their
loaves
for
Bon Fires The autumnal
garments
ladies, misses and children. See ad - form a canopy of brown over the
vertlsement.
streets. The passersby hastily walk- Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. jng jjy hears their rustle and heave a
I'tie linest rooms in the city, having dlgU tlmt Bumnier is past. Then the
electric light, steam heat and baths. man who hu8 a back yard wilere he
The European Hotel, centrally lo - !ha8 been
Ing thlng8 (or the paBt
CBted.
State Progressive Headquart month8 find3 tlme neavy on hls
ers in the hotel.
fc
d
bon fire and
Ladies suits, .k rt. and coats alterglee the up- id without any extra cost at Seligman ii
smoke&urn
Brothers company.
15
DISCOUNT SALE IN READY.
The regular meeting of Stephen
MILLINERY AND FURS
D.
R.
A.
will
Watts Kearney Chapter
bo held on Monday afternoon, at ' 3 AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
.Vaudeville and Pictures at the Elks
o'clock In the lecture room of' the
and Sunday.
Museum of Xew lAexico. All members
Memorandum and scatch pads for
are urged to attend.
SHOES FOR EVERYBODY AT THE sale cheap. The Xew Mexican Print WHITE HOUSE
ing. company has just completed mak
As far as the Capital TaWris con'-- ing up a lot of scrap paper into
cerned the election is all overhand he scratch pads of all sizes which will
will be inaugurated at once as the have to be sold at once.
Single
best tailor in the city. Your winnings pounds, 10 cents per lb. 10 lbs. 50
on the election cannot be better iris cents, less than the cost of the paper.
vested than in one of his good suits or Apply business office.
overcoats.
Gloves for the street, driving, mo15
DISCOUNT SALE IN READY- - toring, dress gloves, working gloves,

!eic,

from the
Texas for 2000 second-fee- t
waters of New Mexico as the law
does not permit this state to grant;
such applications from another state.
The Mimbres valley people are filing
applications for the use of waters of!
the Mimbres river, and not trusting
'a'l of their irrigation projects to the:
Cruces.
pump system.
Curry county James Potts, Clovis;
PICTURE OF GRAND CANON, y
Fred W. James, Clovis; V. S. Turner,
The corporation commissioners may
Melrose.
henceforth gaze at the Grand Canon,
Quay county Harry P. Whiteside.
a
large framed picture of that won-- '
Santa Fe county Samuel Romero,
derful
sight having been sent by the
X. Montoya, Arthur Seligman, Santa
Santa Fe road. "Why some artist does
Fe.
Rio Arriba county John A. Dag- not paint the "great divide" as seen
and
gett, Chaina; J. R. Martinez, Jr., El from the center of the circle drive surwhich may say equals, if not
Rito.
Union county O. G. Granville,, Carl passes, the Grand Canon view, is a
Kklund, Miguel Tixier, Clayton.
mystery in these days when "some
REJECTS APPLICATION.
thing new" is the clamor. What a
State Engineer James A. French good advertisement it would be for
rejected the application of the Pecos Santa Fe, not the railroad alone, but
Toyali Lake Irrigation company of for the city and county.

The following are road commissioners appointed by the governor in various counties, in addition to the list
already published:
:
Chaves county?. W. Hclder,
Charles de Brenicnd, Roe well;
Wm. M. Atkinson, Koswell.
Dona Ana ccunty H. P. llailey, Las

Jtf

mr. rarmer

II

Lake-wood-

HARVEST HANDS

YOUR

WILL DO
MORE WORK WITH
THEIR MOUTHS

More WorkJIn The Fields

And Consequently

If Fed On Our Quality Groceries

So Would Most Any One Else
I

!

!

LOCAL ITEMS.

Just ReceivedAnother Car of

"Empress Flour"
Is No Belter Flour Mace At Any Price

EC?There

l"3B

TRY IT NOW!

Per Sack

$ .50
1

passed away at 2:30 p. in. yesterday
following a brief illness,
SHOES FOR EVERYBODY AT THE
WHITE HOUSE.
Business is good, running with the
X
THE WEATHER.
muffler
open at GOE13ELS.
2.
For
N
Santa Fe, X. M., Xov.
Do you care for comfort and style
Xew Mexico: Tonight and Sunday X
in shoes? Buy your shoos from us
increasing cloudiness and warm- see our window display. Salmon's.
er weather in north and east
The W. H. Goebel Co., the tailors to
$ women, have a change
portions.
of advertisement, and all .Interested in really
swell gowns, cannot afford to pass by
,..7,n.,..,
IN TELEPHONING
'their proposition.
The New Mexican, tf your business
Richard Hudnut perfumes and toilet
is about advertising, subscriptions or specialties. Zook's Pharmacy,
Tne most beautiful crysanthemums.
job work, please call up "31 W." H
you wish to speak to the editor or give you ever 8aw at tne clarendon Gard-annews, please phone "31 J."
ens. See the advertisement.
On Tuesday evening for the benefit
If it's Real Estate Hayward has it. of the meters and their friends, the'
Miss Margaret Liddle, the daughter Elks- club w, ,
e a private wire run
of Mr. and Mrs. George K. Liddle, into the club house and the full elec-- i
tion returns will be received.

$ .50
1

DISCOUNT SALE IN
MILLINERY AND FURS
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
CATHEDRAL CHURCH.
15

Piione 4

8en,i-savag-

e

-

-

"

MILLINERY AND FURS
T THE WHITE HOUSE.
A dandy new line of men's suits,
overcoats, fancy vests and ties at Seligman Brothers Company.
A complete assortment of Hudnut's
fine toilet waters and perfumery just
Zook's.
received.
The
Woman's Board of Trade
wishes to announce that the Library
Hall will be open on election day and
evening to receive the returns, and
the public is welcome to come there.
The Library will be closed on Tues-day afternoon and evening as it is
election day.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con- -

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,

AT THE CLARENDON
Call

at

,

1

inter-tonig-

'"

GARDEN.

kJr Ji

o

1

f

See

HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

"Ad."

Here
Is Where
The Draft

j

Enters

o-d-

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable !

I!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

j

The most perfect draft ever
discovered is the patent Hot

ay

on

Page 3.
THE WHIiE

'

'

Blast Down Draft of the Wilson
Heater! The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

.;,

RflBson
MOT BLAST

Just Arrived!!

E

HOUSE

MISS A. MUGLER

nun

PHONE 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

'

JEWELER

AND

Our Stand in Butt Brothers' Drug Store

tent.

j

-

DESIGNS)'

AND

1

SStiBBBS&BERSVl

CARNATIONS

Best Varieties.

j

;TO-WEA-

R

Hours of service for the winter:
1st Mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
2nd Mass at 9:30 am. m. Sermon in
English.
3rd Mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon in
Spanish.
Evening Service, 6:30 p. m.
The Epworth League of St. John's
M. E. church held its regular monthly
business meeting at the church last
night. The meeting was a very
esting one. Two new members were
accepted and the business incident to
..."...j, m
Juwas transacted. A social hour follow
ed the business meeting. The next
meeting will be at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Stevenson on Hillside avenue, the first Tuesday in December.
SHOES FOR EVERYBODY AT THE
WHITE HOUSE.
A Good- - Comedy at the Elks' Sunday. A Gay Time in Quebec.

ROSES,

'eBOUQUETS

The probate court will hold a regu- lar session on Monday the 4th day of
Xovember, 1912. The probate judge,!
Canute Alarid, gives notice to all per-- !
sons who may have business to tran-- j
sact before said court that he will be
in his office at the court house of
Santa Fe county at 9 o'clock in the
morning of said day.
15
DISCOUNT SALE IN READY-SHOES FOR EVERYBODY AT THE
MILLINERY AND FURS
WHITE HOUSE.
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
The Temperature ranged from 24 to
WANTED
Piano tuned. Write orj 42
j
degrees yesterday; the humidity
annlv 50:1 Mnntpzunin St.
The thermometer
Julius H. Gerdes is offering excep- from 57 to 78.
tional value on men's
suits and stood at 29 at 6 o'clock this morning.
overcoats for the next 10 days. The Yesterday was a clear, cold day with
garments are all new stock, latest a mean temperature of 33 degrees or
11 degrees below the normal for the
style and quality fully guaranteed.
We sell insured hosiery guaranteed day. The warm sunshine in the aftnot to wear out at" toe or heel.
Sal- - ernoon made the day a delight to those
mon's.
who took exercise
The first mass at Hie cathedral to-- I
The Richard Hudnut line of per- morrow will be at 7 a. m. instead of
jC::!0 a. m. The winter hours haVe gone
into effect. The other masses will be
'at 9:30 and 10:"0 as heretofore.
Those
electric
$5.00
irons at
Sparks Electric Co. will sell for $4.50
Another large assortment
while they last,
latest shapes In Hats, such
THE LARGEST SELECTION
OP
FURS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
aS FELT, VELOUR VELThe special values offered by the
VET, Etc'. Also carry fine
Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co. in
men's fall and 'winter suits and overline of Stamps4 Articles
coats should appeal to every man in
for Embroidery. .. n .
Santa Fe. A ''new line of ties has
just been received; see advertisement.
FOR SALE Good saddle or driving
horse and buggy. Inquire at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
15
SOUTHEAST CORNER PlaZA.
per cent looks good to us and
-

F. ANDREWS

1

READY-TO-WEA-

y

j

Phone 4

j

All good values and guaran

Salmon's.

teed.

ready-to-wea-

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

etc.

NOVEMBER 2, 1912.

The air enters at the top, drives

the combustible gases into the
fire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
Jhechimney doubles theheat-in- g
power of the fuel.
In other words, only half the
amount of fuel used in ordinary
heaters Is necessary. The Wilson
is
making perfect combustion possible and a fire can
t,

be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast
for either wood or coal.

Santa Fe Hardware

Heat-er-

s

& Supply Coi

IT

6

i

6
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I

,

'

i

i'' ' 'V '

UT IT'S DIF
FERENT with
Clothes; your
vote on that matter
is directly in your
own personal interest. If you vote right
you win a good deal
and if you should
vote wrong you will
lose. We want to
see you vote for our

VOTE

YOUR

B:

may and ought
to be a serious matter to you on November 5th. Your
man may win or he

may

lose.

3

Which-

ever happens a
month from that

time you'll be reconciled to the result
and continue to be
a patriotic and happy citizen.

Hart, Schaffner

Hart, Schaffner

SuitsiOvercoats

&

& Marx

Marx

This is the polling
place. Young men,
especially, get in on
the new 'Varsity
Overcoat Models ;
great business in
these smart styles.
We're making a big
hit with these goods
and we want one of
them to hit you.

CLOTHES
arc far ahead

of all

other candidates.
When all the votes
are counted they'll
be elected by a very
large majority.

i

I

,
Coprright Hart Schaffner

&

Marx

OVERGO JITS,
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

FINE CLOTHES
1-

-

$16.50 & UP

SUITS,

$18.00 eIND UP

NAT MAN SALMON
:i
1

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

FINE CLOTHES

i

